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_ Bearings. Restoration. Grtndtng
(
_, Joint program was undertaken by the NASA Lefts Research Center
and the Army Avtatlon Systems CommendtO restore by grtndtng
those rolling-element bearings whtch are currehtly betng discarded
a_ alrcraft englne and transmission overhaul.
Three beartng types were selected from the UH-1 h_11copter engine--i--- _
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|(T-531 end transmts, lon. for the ptlot progrm.%Greups of each of
i I these boartngs were vtsua11¥ and dtmnstonallx./Inspected f_r
-i _, |suttabtl|ty for restoration. A total of ZSOLrbeartngs yore
i l n restored by grinding. Of thts _mblr, 30 bea-WTItlJ_from eachI type were endurance tested to a TBO of 1600 hours.c--_No beartng
i |failures occurred rellted to the restoration by grinding, procese._1 _ |The tvo boertngs fatlure _htch occvrred Here due to defect4ve
|rolltng eleNnts end were typtca.1 of those whtch lle_ eccur tn /
i |new bear|ngs. The restorable component ¥teld to the three greups_
as |n excess of go percent. em
"-_The rtsk end cost of a beartng rostor&lbTon by grtndtng programs
was analyzed. A m4c,-oeconom_c tnpset inll_sts _4s p_fo_m4__
The program wtll result tn the Governe_nt ebtatntn9 bimrtn|s p_k
lower cost and equivalent reliability. ' -_
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I The U.S. Axsny Aviation Systems Oommand (AVSCOM)|8 one o( several
majoroommodityeou_asnd,under thenewl_ de_ U.8. Armyi)_velopmant
t and ncedi_ Comnand. AVSCOMis _pon_ _0rthe_t_ m_
and supply suppor_ a( over 0 600 mfl/tary sii.ereft, prlmS_ hei/eopt,_.
These alrer_,ft ere assigned not only to satire army units, but a11_'ineh_e
' those opo_atad bFthe-Na_ (_Nn'd and Rasel_vOo08tp_mzits. Ths'AVSCOM
t m/ssiontnoludascontinuouseffortsto'identitymt Implment Improvednsthods
• tot the supportot theuser whne t_duolnf the_to_.aetd Ovh_ship__ _ Msigne_
items.of equipment.;
I
! One potanttal f_. extending the service life and redueinf the oost of ownership
for Army aircraft was suggested to AVSCOMby the NASA Lewis Resesroh Center
i at Cleveland. Ohio. Their oonoopt was tOrastoz_', thi'oush ssdndlnf, those
beaz_np whleh, under normal overhaul and msintansnce pz_oedUre8, would be
discarded. Their techntesl 8nalyeis M the feasibility of tutoring rolltnK-alemant
, bearings throug 8Tindtng tndi_tad thai'mo t sucthbeerinp c_Maldbe re_
to a new condition when rewor]uJd under a oontro.led proceas. They _lso indicated
potential cost eevtnge that ootdd b_ attained throuKh ?.5 appilestion 0_ the
restoration prooees.
A Joint Army-NA8A task was initiated to identifY, looste, and sUbonquently
performance qual/fy roUing-alement besrinp rest0red'through grinding under
a pilot program. After eoneidating a wide ranfe eL oandtdate bearinge for the
program, it was decided to asloot beel_s uee_l on _he UH-11T6$ ah.h,sme/engtne
system. One bearing Seiected was the split-inner-ring minshaft baU bearinf_
from the T-63 en_ln,e. A asoond bearin_ selected, also (rein the enShle, was
the redlal roller msinshaft bearing. The/Mrd _ ooh_led wSs the triplex
input I_inion bell beerin_ from this UH--1n_dn trannJlsilmki_..
" A total of 6_ _ the above t_eoe _ _ eandMa_ be_'inK8, s_ved from
the engines and transmissiOnS durin_ the overhat/1 prooeas, Were identified
for the restoration prod'ram. All of these _jeri_ were oloasly ex_ined by
the bearing eontrastor, Industrial Tectoudce, inc. (ITi), prior to _ rostor_l
in order to record sn pertinent visual end dimaneiomd data. In addition, all
ring edement8 were subjected to maKnafltu_and hmrdnass tostinK to further
substantiate the baseUne from Which all future eVents o_tdd be Judpd. Frow
the orifinsi quantity cf B_9basrinss, 260 wore introduced Into the restoration
i
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i proc_e edt_ou|h _ppreximtttly iS ptrOont.d the tnlthl qutntity of boarlnie
wss |mLe,_dby 1"1'Ito be restorable. This oonslsted of 80 beorln_ seoh
, the two enidne besrinO and 160 of the trlpisz besl'lnge d/massed above.
• _ An extensive pzs_rm wss _n to ":equalif_" these besrines under
a controUed problem of lsborst_y inspeotiom and tests, and by s_tusl ene/_
and transmission test stand operations with the reftwbisbed beaxdnlls lnamd]ed.
All qual/float/on test/rig wu oonduoted indopandm_ly of ITI. The NAeA-Lmwis
Research Center pre_red the teohn/oel speoffloatiou _o_ the besaqmqr ib teetinW
portion of the p_N_sm. The _e Christi Army Depot prepsred end ooaduotod
the erie/he and trsnsmiselon __ ope_stional tests __Tbo results ot this
|oint program Lie to be presented St this seminar.
Consideration of the ooonomio8 involved in the spplisatton of bearing restor-
ation win also be presented. An eoonomio snslysis ha8 been prepared by the
NASA-Lewie Rosearoh Center. It is a Ku/de for all interested orKsnisatisns
when deeidtni_onbearings that oars be ooet_effeotivelyrestored. The immediate
benefits m obv/ouely related to hlfh in/t/el oost or replsoement cost of the
beL-dnp. The oost of restorstton is also a ftm_don of the number of bearing
replaoement8 being generated by the fielded equipment. That is, the cost
of restoration po_ bearing restored is olosoly r,_isted to the setup of an economical
quantity of boarinp for the grinding pl_Isee. Not 811besz_dlKs would qualify
for oonetderstion as oandidstu on an eoonomlcs buis. However, there ;8
a oross-oww poli_t on msny betz4ng_ at whlol_it boo0mos more ec_nm_isst t_
restore than to replaoe the bearing.
In summery, the results of this |oint_preeram indicate that thee ere many
potential aviation and nonaVistlon spp"aatione for _estored be4winp within
the various military equipment proteins. The ob|e0t/ve _ this sendnu i8
to provide the knowledp i_dned by AVSCOMto s11o_em_lsat/ons that rosy beneflt
by the hnplementation of tlds pr0oess into thor new and on-8oln8 mslntmumce
proframs.
11
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RRSTORATION BY GRINDINGOF AIRCRAPT BALL AND ROLLERO
BBARINO8 - A MAHUFACTURERt8 VIBWPOL'_
I
I Hedns ]hu_u"
t
i
t Industrial Tectonics, Ino.
Compton, Celitornta|
ABSTRACT
, A study was initiated by AVSCOM in eonJunc*tion with the NASA and CCAD to
i undertake a rolling-element beefing restoration by 8z4ndinf pilot p_. A
90 percent yield can be achieved by the restoration process. The eattmetod cost
savings to restore rolling-element bearings ranges from 27 to 47 porosnt of new
bearing cost. Lot quantity for bearing restoration should correspond to the rate
at which bear/rigs are removed from ©jeration and beoome available. Initial stort-
up time from s_g of a purehaso order to the first doUvery of restored bearings
,_ is six months. I
e_t
t,- _,
I 1
INTRODUCTION i
BearinK refurbishment has been praeUced in various forms by both the military
and the airlines for the last 2q)years. The.rapidly rising cost of engine and trans-
mission bearings in today's more ecpMst:mttod turbomaoMnory has made it a
matteL' of economio necessity to reconst4*_te air.orafLbearings by whatever viable i
techniques are available.
Bearing refurbishment trkes many forms depending on the facU/ty which
'1
undertakes i_. In most eases bearIngs are d/sassembled, claumd, vtsu811y inspected
and it no print discrepsnotes, flaws or m_Jor impo_fectton8 are found, tM bearings
. are reassembled, lubricated and psckspd for further serviee.
In some eases new rollins elements are inserted. Those bearing refurbishment
fecflities which luive the eapabiUty t, do so, wiU sloe introduce a superficial pol-
ishing operation on the raosway, to remove minor rsoeway imperfections and
eWork poz_ormed under AVSCOM oonhsot no. DAAJO_-TS-CO§OI (PSL).
....... D
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" bismishes.However, poUshinE of teoowwle, unless done by special mdmhlmm
end under oont_olisd oondltlon8, sen doatn_ racewq 8eomoWy, smi surfsoe
son.alone san be ,_eated whioh mm adversely afloat lifo. It can tbe_m'o
be d,v,lprous und_ 8rune oh._uastsnoes to pe_ozsn euoh • 881vs4P, s_lisldng
oper,_on on hizh-pm'fm'mu_se tu_bomsohin_f bem'in_J used in todq,, fat
i engines.Restoration by 8Ttndinf of z_Uins-eismant beuinp removed from stt'_tft
engines and tra'asm_.asions at 8oheduled overhaul, is a now oonoept developed
in its ptesSnt foam by IT! in oonJunot/on with the NASA I_wis Rosearoh Cantew.
the Army Av/stlon Systems Command and the Corpus Clud8_ Amy Depot. The
ob|sotive of best'inK restoratisn is to teduoo the numbe_ of bern'inK8 whioh ate
unne_essat_L_ s_apped at ove_haul and thus sohiett ameldetebis seat and
raw matsrisl savings. Bearln8 teato_ation represents • 1sKis81 eztansion of the
practise of bearing refurbishment. The pt_ooes8 entMis 8z4ndinK of rsc_8 and
other orit/cal surfaoes of used baszdnEs to their oz4Eimd lumbered oharaQto_stie.s
and dimensions. Orindll_ san remove re.sway impe_sotlono to MlPdfloant
depths below the surface. In addition, this atook removal is aooompl/almd by
grinding rases on the same machines and with the same controls 8s ate used
in the manufa_re of new has-thE raceways. The result is Esomet_ical ao_u_a_7
and surface finish identic, _ to new bot_E raceways.
The restoration by _.ndinK process can be appron_hed in two ways: (I) as
a means of reconstituting baszdnCs with imperfections .beyond the 8alvsgin K
capability of the ordinoz_ beaz_q_ tef_t_bishment p_ses; (l) as a sole meatus
of reconstituting all used bem-dn_s to orlsh_d funot/onal _n_toz_ati_s and
dimensions. The decision as to wldoh appt'oach to use is mainly one of e_onomics,
and one of the isvel of ra_e hnpe_fe_on which a given al_s/_ appl/ettion eat/
toisrate.
Basz_nK refurbishment as pr/_Moed by the airb attd ndl/ts_ xt, vioes
_ hu already demonstrated the effsotivenose o_th/_ NlvssS _e_Stion in z_luc_n4r
' bearing rephtc_nent _oets fo_ ai_sft engines and t_msmtselono. Restoration
by j_/ndin_ will d_nonot_ete further savinSs. The pz_x_se will prove its @so-
nomio me-its especially in reooMtitutinE the more o_npisx and thus mote szpen-
cive ai_sft belwtnK requited fo_ today and tomo_owts mo_e edvan0ed and
sopht_tioated s/rcrsft engines and _msmissions. Fuz_hermo_e, these advanced
engines and t_ansmiasions onnnot operate teltebly with rsoonstitutsd be_dng_
j which do not possess the original d•_iKn acaura_ whioh restoration by 8_in_ln8
J 2
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;. (1 The objective of this paper is to deeoribe the rsstoration by grinding procou
!_'- i which the ITI Beari.'ql Divtnion hss developed, the economic impect, and the] manner in wMoh such s program m be implemented and operated. The pn0Fsm
I
i_'_ I was performed by Industrial Tec_dos Bearing DI_ under AVSCOM Conta'(_
_,.:. n_. DAAJOI-73-C-0§01 (P3L).
i OVBRHAUL PRACTICB8
___ , Bearings ratno_ved at engin_ and transmission overhaul are cleaned and
_ visually inspected for defects end dimensional conformance to print. Only those
_ bearings see taken apart, end enbJeoted to detailed visual fnspeet/on whtoh are
by design, separsbl,_, l'herefore, tmpendin._, or =dnute fatigue spelling cannot
are very subjective end can only be used with any degree of success by a bearing
manufacturez, and then only after reference eriter/a has been established on lsegs
production runs of a given bearing.
- Table I shows the rejection rate of be_ings removed from turbine engines
end transmistions of the UH-1 helicop:.qr. This data was taken over a three month
period and shows that the engine bearing rejection is 56 percent, end the _ene-
miser, ._bearin_ rejection rate is 47 percent,
One major s_line alone sends out 2400 Jet engine r,,atnsheft bearings and up
to 12 000 accessory bearings per year for refurbishment. This particular airline
has in operation at any one time approximately 760 JTeD engines which a_e used on
727, 737 end DC-9 aircraft primarily. These are larKse engines than the type used
in the UH-1 helicopter and the beerinK8 used are n_re complex and more expensive.
A schematic layout o: the main body of the engine is shown in figure 1. OSM j
prices for the bearings in this engine rs_e from $120 for the reletivel]v simple
.. #4-112 position roller bearing, to $760 for the #4 split-inrte'_-ring ball bearing
. duplex set. Since these bearings are furnished exclusively by the engine manufac-
turer, who warrants them, the price that the airlines pay for these bearings is
almost doubled. Refurbishing maincheft beatings alone r,_presents an anuuai
savings cf close to $600 000 an6 to this figure can be sdde_ approximately another
$600 000 in savings for the :efurbishment of all a_cesecry bearings
• i
Only 84S malnehefl bearings ere replaced annually to keep 760 engines ,_ying.
This is a very low figure particularly since commercial Utilisation and return
' 3
:. _
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• on invastmentpor ensdne requires their ,dmcet aontinuous usqe. An equivalent
refute7 _ would usa up boarinp at perhep, three times that rate. This is
t
1 due to two tsotoz,s: (1) cmm.erolsl Shines are trad/t/omdly over dosJped and
i (S) they do not cq)arste under conditions as severe as _ required of mllitm7
i enr_,s. A henooptor trane=dssion imposes perhaps the gr_,st opeml_nl
' loads or. its be_dr_e of ell adror_rt applications.
I The rel_sbillty of refurbished bearing8 which have been put bask into asrvioe
in oommorolel Jets has been phenomenal. The experlonoe cited by major airlines
Indiostos that never knowingly had a ref_btshed besrisq_ fslic4 in ensinee between
soheduled overhe._l periods. 8imilar experience has been reported by _be Naval Air
Bework Feb/Sty in San Diego (ref. 1).
Based upon experience, ,pprozimstely 10 peroent at the bearinp which are
re|sated tall by what is referred to u olustoel roUinK-elemant fatigue. This
failure mode is the basis upon whioh buring life is predtostod {rot. S). As a
result, approzimste17 00 peroent at the faille-element bearinss wldoh are beinz
reseated to-rreuse in airoreft sppU_n _ be returblshod or Mato_od end
reused. In ot_er words, at the 4|12 UH-1 bearings width round their way into
the scrap bin it Is pr_abLe that spprox_atoly 3800 could be _ and mead
(table I).
BearinE fatiKue life has increased considerably In the Lut 20 years due to
the combined effort of the bearing industry, users oand Govermnentel independent
research laboratories (refs. 2 and 2). The improvements art mstnly due to in-
creased cleanliness of the steel achieved by more sophistiosted steel melting
teohrdques whied_has greatly reduced impurities end to improved manufacturing
prc_easee. As a result, it is antioipsted that bearings failln8 _om fatisue will
be an even smaller percentage ot those b_I reseated at overhaul. This will
result in a greater number of bearings which san be refUrbieLed or restored.
RESTORATIONBY GRINDING '_!
The ITI presses of bearing restorstion by grindinK must be done on the same !
equipment and by the same skilled personnel _8 the manufsoture of new turbo-
machinery ball and roller bem'_8. The prcoeas om,etitutes approximately
the last 30 percent of the total op_ratione required to m&kes new hearing. The
process consists of the following steps:
4
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, (1) Visual inspect all ooseponents _o determine if the beerlng is turntable.
(2) Grind and/or chrome plme and grind as requ_ad to orfein_ print sir
and toleranoes the outer rh_f o.d. and lrm4r ring i.d. Thoao _ro the boeing
mountins dimensions.
(3) Grind and/or lap, 88 required, all famsa 81_ lands. TI_u May then
beemne undersise by 0.001-inoh maximu_ whioh i8 a nomda_Lflmmt varieUon
and not funationally important.
(4) Remove by Krinding ¢. 003 irish per side of steak on oll rams surfamsa.
• Hone surfaces as r_lutred to _hiove eriginal print surfs flnls_, and Nee 8cm_-
FaGT_.
(5) On split-inner-rinK (gothic arch) boeringe only, remove by gz_mding
suffioient stock on the two mating inner f_oes to re|taro proper nshtm dimension"
whioh restores bearing to ooz-tect oontact _.lgle, axial and radial play, end rooting
angle •
(6) On roller bearing races, up to 0.002 inch per side of stock is removed by
grinding of the channel faces.
(7) Manufacture new bells 0.004 inch oversize, and new rollers 0.004 inch
oversize on the o.d. end width. The identical material 8pociflmstion is used to
produce these new rolling elem(nts as in the ori&dual bearing.
(8) All 8flyer pla_ng i8 8tt4ppod from the separators. The separators ere
visually and non-destructively inspected for defects. BalP and miler retention
is reworked as required to retain oversized z_Uing elements. The saps.raters
are silver plated and dynamically bslanmsd as requt_ed. In the ease of two piece
separators or deep groove ball bearinge, new rivets ere used.
(0) The visual mid dimensional inspection te_hniques, promsdures and processes,
as well as the inspection flxtm'e8 and gages used, o_e identical to those use_
for the manufacture of new beal_qs. $imihwly, all non-destructive inspections
perfoz_ed ere to the same specifications and prooedm'es as those regularly employed i
in the manufacture of new bearings. This includes, as epplimtble: nltal etch and i
magnaflux of rings and rolling elements, magneflux and die oheok of SOl,Waters,
X-ray and ultrasonic mainly on materi_18.
(I0) Bearings restored by grinding ere subject to the sm_ quality control
system as ere all other roliing-aloment pz_lucts produmsd. The ITI Quality Program.
as defined by the 1'_'iQuality Prospero Manual, is applicable to all contrasts romsived,
whether for products or services, and applies to all euboonta'aote issued under
ouch contracts. The program conforms to Military 8pacification MIL=Q-O858A
5
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"Qutlll7 l'nllrt, n ll_lul_taenle" _ lie eupplementesigh as QR¢-IIO 18 leltt_ulb
by specific customer contrasts, hworlP_etod lit the (_tllty Px_5[ralam MIL-
C-4:tilIIA "Calibration SystemItequh'mants" tor slLI_ sn4 k,um'mNat:. A1LI
no_laslzueltve testing eonduetedeonferme to MIL-BII)-IITID and lt'lil-lA.
. (11) All componentsand the final _oombly of the _ bo_ m in-
1 speetod in the same manner as new besrinp produced, nmrinp ere nmrJmd
t to _dent/fy the fact that they have boe_ reetm.ed by ITI. They are peekalgod to
!
l the orightal specification and shipped to altair dastinatJoa. Bearing serisUution
and mater/s1 traeeabmty as wen as Inspmt/on record8 are msintt/md on permanenti
file as requ/red. Government and easterner source lnspmt/an 1_petter.meal as
requested.
l_Igure 3 ehowe a disassembled vlew o( a typloal Jet engine mat_lutfl
, of eplit-innor-z_g eonstmmtlon. Tide is the most oomplex _ all sirra,aft bemdnga[
J u far as internal geometry is oonoerned. Figure $ shows the surtsees wkleh mt
i restored by the restoration by grinding proeeas. Both inner snd outer t_eewqe
!t are reground to a depth c_ 0.003 inOh per surface. 81nee these race radfl m
J now 0.001 inch lerfer the bearing must be refitted with new bells 0.004 inch
! larpr in diameter.
i The effeettve race curvature sfter restoration as defined in fltgure 3 will be
Identical tt, the original d/mansions within elgnifleant mathematical values.
I Regrindi_ the 8pllt-lnner-rin_ rating fa_e, or shim dimenedon, zs_w_e the
bearing to it8 original values of oontaet ankle, resting ankle, end and radial
clearance. Althotllh the beartt_ now eontohw oversimd balls and oversized
raceway curvatures, the total effective geometa-yof the bearing has not been
changed and eoneequently the stress lewd, t_leulatod bourlnl_,i/re and hiih speed
d_m_/oe of the restored besting will be Identieal to the ot'/84md bearing.
RoLlerbesrinp are proeesasd fn the identical msmmr. FtKuru 4 shows a
dlsusembled viewota typles2a/rerattroLl_ besr4_and flaureSshows the
ca, respondingeni_eezqng drawing. Rollins haw _.004 inch ovetsiae diameters
manufaotu_e_edin order that a O.OOSinch depth _ i_mdinir can be accommo-
dated on both inner and outer raoeway. The zoller length will also be overMle
toaceommedatetheregrlndingOtthechannelfaces.
WithradialrollerbearlnKe,itisneeeOsarytoflt_notnlye_erslsedis_eter
rollersintotheregroundraces,buta_sotoassurethatanoversi|ewidthrOUer
is used such Uutt the print tolerances for eha_mel-to-roller-end clearance is
maintained.
5 !
]
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, RoUor beerin8 manufacturing hes the eddca oomplerJty of roller contour.
Figure 6 s_wws e typical sir_rJ4t beuing teller. Almost sll high portormenco sir =
craft roZlers er_ psrtlsny _wned. TI_Jnew ro_rs used tOrestore a bearing ere
manured with the seine c_own radius, mown lenath end surfltoe finishes se
rollers used for new bearings. _ manutsc_urln8 in the _ommtsflon by 8rtndin8
program is done on identical machines by identios_ _rcooduros se _ new roller
for now slr_rsft roLter besrinKs.
Records of all restored bearings shipped ere kept by oriatnsLpert number.
restoration number, 8ez44d number end dt_e cCshipment in order_t_tmvs_theu .....................
lnope_on rea_s available at all thus.
PILOTPROORAM
An tnveatiptiox_ was conducted of S29 _KS comprising three different
types removed at overhaul from UH-1 helicopter engines end trensmissiono. These
bearings under normal ctroumstenoes weuld not be reinstalled for use in the sir-
craft nor refurbished for ls_er reuse. The purpose d the pilot program wes to:
(I) estabUsh the restorable yield ot these heering8 8rid (2) demo_jo_ratethe technical
and econon_c teutbility of restoring by g_nding 50 set8 of the three bearing types.
The bearings which are de_ in detail in reference 4 were 1§0 each 210-
size (S0-rambore) spltt-tnner-ring bell beeries made from AISl 52100, 121 each
lll-sise (S5-mm bore) cylindriosl roller be_ng_ mede from AISI M-S0, end 36
triplex 7216-slse (80-nu_bora) snguler-oontaet bsll besting sets.
Of the 150sp_t inner-r.ing bslLbcaring8 inspeetod,, 14§ or 96.7 percent were
considered _obe carddates for restoration. The fl_.e besrinKs which were con=
sidored to be nonrestorable heal detects such 8s cort'calon, fatigue sp811_ or
exotics1 dimensions which were sufficiently 'outof tolerenoe-which would not allow
them to be chrome plated end reg_u_. However, _ one bearl_ ring felt
, into the hater category. By considering individual components rather then complete
bearings, 08.2 percent of the components were oongtdered capable o_ being restored.
Fifty of the 146 bearing conoidered rsetoruble were ohesen st random for the restor-
ation prcoess.
The 111-sis¢ oyltndricld _ bsez4nl8 were menufaoturedby two upstate
vendors. Fifty-tour were from one menutsoturer and 62 frcxn8 second. Of the J,
beertnp from each msnufs_er, 06.8 end 92.6 percent (62 and 62 bcarinKs),
l
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respectively, were determined to be restorable. Bated on restorable components,
_ 96.7 percent recovery can be obtained for this beartn_ group. Of the bearings
,_ rejected tor restoration, seven bearings had defects such as previously described
tot tl_ 210-alas split-inner-ring ball bearings, The bearings chosen for restor-
ation were an from the 62 beartnp _ one manufspturer.
The triplex ?216-size angular - contact ball b_ar_ sets were also trOmtwo
manufacturers. There were a total ot 86 sets sent toATL Ot these, Vl sets were
from one manufacturer and 15 sets were h,om a se_. (All the 8eta were not
complete resulting in 255 instead o( 258 bessdnKs. ) Of the 255 bearing. J07
or 80.2 percent wer_ considered capable 0/' being restored. However, on the
basis_of individual components restorable, the yield would trim'ease to 9! .6 percent.
These bearings evidenced corrosion and rusting of the raceways subsequent to
removal from Operation. The appearance of these beertnp would suzgest that
caution be taken at the overhaul facility to protect the bearings from corrosion
after their inspection and rejection. The triplex bearing8 had similar damage to
those reported for the other two types of bearings. 8pe_lir_ tatig_te failure occurred
in 7 or 8. l percent of the triplex sets. The 50 triplex sets chosen for restoration
were from two manufacturers.
Based upon inspection of the three bearing types, the restorable yield was
greater than 90 percent. While this number coincides with the original prediction
for bearing restoration, this yield may vary with different engine and transmission
applications. It is therefore recommended _het careful statistics be kept to more
accurately determine risebearing restoration yield for different bearings and applf-
oations over a_ extended time period. These etetiatics wo_dd aid tnAYSCOIdlogiet/e
end economic pissing. The information would also aid the pz_spective bearing ven-
dor in determining a reasonable prloe quotation for _ restoration by St/haling.
r
, Unit Cost Say/rip of Restoration by GrindinK
Restoration by i_'inding can decrease coats to the military services by salvaging
most of those bearinKs which currertt refurbishment programs cannot restore to
usable bearinKs. Another major advantage of restoration by s_'indinK ia that this
process restores bearings to original manufacturing accuracy because reetorstiot,
is done by grinding on the same machines and by the same techniques as new
8
A
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bsar/15q_. This lattew factor assumes _satew lmpol_m{:e when oo_ that _
today's Jet ens/nos and ah.ortft tranmias/om demand• levekot bsa_
higher than those designed five years qO. Tomom_wts anKinas, now on the
drawing board, z_veal the need for event_ mmplmdtyboat4np with •
oorreepondlllg ln_z_ifJe ilt h_ 4_qJt. It well 1)o_4_LJ_qtllt_m t.gi[_,bJr_h
bemdl_e by avention81 means, and the ouly viable _tm'naflvo will be the z_mto_-
st:Ion by grinding process.
Someot the tolerances d bell end _ be_u_ required to QSper•tain the
S to s _dllion DN_ thase.en_b_ now suu__otton m as fbaow•:
R_eowoy cos_avl_/_s's'_dty z O,O000Lqinch
Raceway surf•so finish = 4 Idn, rm8
Raceway deviation from true plene = 0.000020 irish
BaLl Bem.inp:
Raceway finish = = pin. ms
Racewos curvature 8c_'uracy = O.0001 inch
When these types of ac_u'ac, iee have to be re•lets/ned then the z_sto_ation by
grinding process will p_,ove to be not only necessary, but in terms of overall
seat, the most osonomical moans of _ uasd boarixqfSo
Table II lists eight bearings r.a118"ingi'rom oonve_tional designs of today to
very complex desists for tomorrow's s/z_,aft. It shows tl_ un/t pz'lco if those
bearinp o.-,e-purchased new in some •son•role lot quantity and the estimated
cost.to restore by grinding in the same lot. quantity, "1"i_4lut column in the-
tabl_/llust_atas that the savings ors•ted by bearing zq_to_,at/on inm,esau as
bearing complexity increases. The relat/yely ehnple 8ooesSory roller beuing
shown in.figure ? •an be rest•re• at 4? por_ant of n#w besrlng cost; today's
production enSdne maLnshaft be•rinse (fl_S. 3 and 4) at 45 per_mt; advanc_Jd
Jet engine bee.-dnp now going into preclusion at $8_t; and _or futtwe •n-
gin• designs, the figure drops to st? per•set. As berating prises ln_eose, the
total doUBt savings be_ome, of •ours•, even more __ant than tim _nt_e
figure.
Another important faster not _ constdewed in the e_emmio _a_ysis is
the pot_tial savtnp in raw materiel. Fo_ the UH-1 heli0opter it is estimated
that appz_ximatedy 68 800 pounds of steel •an be saved per ye_ through beJ_ln8
restoration (table HI). In addition appz_flmataly 6000 pounde o_ •title81 silo]fin8
•dements Juoh u molybdenum, hurrah•as, ol_omiUm, ndok•l and vonsdium oen
_t
_-_ • be sa_od (Ud)lo IV).
q
LOGISTIC80P A RBSTORATIONBY GRINDINGPROGRAM .
I ResWrsflon bT grinding must be s_oomplished by. th_ seine processes and
_ on the same mae.Jl/nes8s i8 the msnufac/ure d new bearings. Furthermore,
the same production and manufaeturing plsnning m_t be employed. TMs neces-
sitates that a m/nimUmeconomic lo_qusnU_ of ps.-_.btproeMNd _h the
pisnt for restorition by grinding in orde_ that the prise for nesWratlon be mein-
tslned (table ii). This e_onomlQlot quantity i8 apply the santo 88 hs re-
quired for new aireraft bea_U_ manuta_ure. The ooonomiu inherent in pot_orming
a given operation on a minimumqu6nt/ty st parts sppuss whathsr a new rsmJwq
#
is ground in a newly manufacd_us_l_ ar rq_dndin8 the _oo in the rOstoraUon
by pindlnK process. Similarly, each maohlne and lnspo_lon set-up must be
ospabls of beingmortised over a Klven m/nimum quentity of bearing.
This e_cnomio lot quantity tot resl_mtlon by 8Tlndh_ wwiss with bosrl_
sir and cmnplexlty. A complex matnshatt bearin8 su_ ss shown in figures 2
and 4 may have an oGonondolot quenttty _ S00 to $00 boulnp while s isss oomplox
sc_ssory bearing of the type shown in _ 7 and 8 may have 400 W 600economic
lot quentltis_
It.is reeot_ed_that the quantities o( besrinp removed at even 8 series st
ensue or transmission overhauis, wl]l not neeessaefiy yield an eoonomie lot
quant/_ of bear/rip. It is, therefore, neoesssry soLstore suoh beariu_Lseither st
the ove_tud base or send them pis0e n(_d-to the n_utaoturar who iS to oonduot
tho rutorsflon by 8r/ndin8. When ths predMe_m/ned ooom_c lot q_mtity of a
Klven boarin_ sin has been aeeumulstod, the prooo_ _ restoration by 1_4ndfng
can be started.
The manutaeturar tnspootS bosrln_ msre_iv_d snd mekes the disposition
by bearing site and part number u i0 width beari_ and/or components
bear/rip, i._., inner aud outer rinp and Nparatoes, are reoovewsble by
restont/,m. Good parts are then storeu in a parts bank and b_t pa:_ s,n-apped.
A Z_mordby betzdnlr part number is maintained. After the required number
st restorable oomponents, ineludln8 a _ap alloWan_e O! S to 10 percent, has
been a_nunu/stod, restoration by Krindt_ beKlns seo0rdin_ to proooss trsvslars
and inspootlon points writtan Lnmooh the same manner as for new bearing.
j, An overview of the lol_ties ot restorstimt by Krindinlr is shown on the flow
chart in figure e. it outlines the path tallowed hmn the point at wldeh beerlnips
are sent to the bearini_ nunufaeturer to the point where restored boerinp ate
returned.
t UQuReT FORQUOTATION
Althoueh table II Sivce a 8euaml _unSe _ mvlnp wh/eh restent_a by
cen achieve, the exact savinp must be dotem_ned oattmbesis of eaeh individual i
1beert dosiSn, certain eru./ce peeulisr antad/vual doelp
may result in lareer or smedler savinp.
After the bearing manufacturer has reviewed the print, prices will be quoted
based on lot quantity to be restored, starting with the m/n/m_n ocen_tio quantity
that will assure a rain/mum restorstlon by SrlndinK price. Lot prices for larger
qu'._ntitiesmay show further earlap.
The mSrtufaotu_er must also review, by physloal il_pootlon, the average cendJ-_
tion of bearings removed at overhaul, tc determine the potential yield rate at reetoe-
atton by grinding. ItJs also noeessUy that an enlrJaeeri/_ evaluation be made
to determine ho,y erttteal is the bear/he sppl/estion. This esn have at_ impaet on
the restoration by 6TindinK process employed. Thee is a dlffennee between newly
menufaoturc., mainehaft and soceesory bessing8 in terms of _ and inepeotion
level required.
The lot quantity on which the manufaoturer is.Uked to quote.should correspond
to the rate at which bearinK8 are removedsnd bo_'_Nnoavelieblo for restoration
by grinding. The delivery of bearings restored by g1_d/_g will, of course.
depend on. this rate of svatisbUtty. The totel z_M_l'at/oa by 8Thtd/l_ process wLLI
take approx/mstely 22 weeks after a produotlon lethe8 bun started.
" The overall logistios nsoeaeitstos that _ raniJa _s be made. The
' longer the commitment end, therefore, the more toteLbeerinus are to be teetered,
the lower the quoted price for resh_aflon by K,ri_linf beeause it win then be
possible to amortise start-up and Jet-up eosts over a greeter number of unlis.
The quoted price Wil/be fired tar the period at thne speotfled. Parts will
bo stored in parts bank at no oherp to oua_zner. Any oomponant or beerinKs
scrapped, for whatever reuo_, wiU be done at no oherp to either c_stomer
or manufacturer.
Lnitisl start-up time from st|_ning at a purchase order to the first delivery
11
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ti _ of rostored bearinp is six mouth_J. Table V summerises tbo quotstkm oe •••tract7 t p
_ nesotistton stops d restoration by 8r_.!
I
_ t SUMMARYOF RDULT8
1
• i- _ :,be.Ind_ Tae_mdoo, Ino _B_ Di_t_Lmsto miSm_ltm LpnOt lWfJqP',m to
,_ _ dstermtsn th, eomn,mio tmps_ en4 th, manner in wlddt.:sflinS*Mmnant _
i "_ _ rasWntisn by Krindin8 osn be iaplemonted and OLNg4tt_hto.oJablhJh (/m r•sWnble i
" ] yield of _e restoration prooass Sad to dstermlno tlm qeebniul IhaslMU_ ot Notof i
] at/ml by 81dnd/ng on SONt8 oLthl.asbasrinK t_Js. TI_ Jnl_J/st_ was oonduc,tes
on 6|0 bemdn88 oompzqsin8 thrm d/f_mt types z_moves st overhsul.h_ UI/-1
heUoopte_ enirlms and transmissions. The bllowtnfresults wm_ obtsines.
(1) On the basis of tndtvtdusl bearing oomponants, 8restm" then • 00 pe_nt
yield can be 8ohieved by the rost_.ation p_oooas. This yield may vm7 with dit-,
terent •urine and transmissto_ sppltostisns.
(|) Tho est/matod ••st to resio_ rollinlr-dmnent bem.l_s by _ ransu
from JVto 47 per•ant of new b6sr/n8 out depend/hE msbearing sias and oomploxity.
The mo_e oomplex a boaring is. the 8_stqw the asv/n_ sohisves by rostra'st/ms.
(8) The lot quantity for _ rm_ors_ should om'respo_Lto the rate
at wMoh bosld_s are removeS f_m operation and boo•me avMlabl•, i
(4) Init/al 8tin.t-up time from s/gsd_.__Iot..a]L.urghmm.onto. to the tint dea/vm7. ,_
otrastOa_mdbem_In88iss_t months.
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Navad Post Orsduat• 8ohool, Manters_. Cslit., Sept. 80, 1074.
8. BamborKer, B. N., et ad., elite Ad_ustmont Fact_5 for Bs/l and RoUsr Be•tinEs -
An Bnginearin8 DNllrn Guide, e ASMB, NeWYork, 1071.
8. BamborlJ_, E. N., Zaretsk_, K. V., and Signer, H., UnndUranoeand Failure
Charaoteristios ot Mainshatt Jot Bnl_o Boarings _ 8x10ODN" ASMEPaper
• no. 76-LUBS-16, 1970.
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, ' 4. Parker'. R. J.. Zarotoky, IR. V., and Chert. 8. M., "Bvadumflon of BaU and
Rollor BeaurJn88 XNtored by Oz4nding, u Proo., Boulng Rein by
t Ortadlng _SemZn_,AVSCOM,St. Loul:, May 10-21, 19VS.
1 TaBI_ I. - _OX-BATS OF_ ah'D BOLL_ BBa3aiN_ oV3m
sOMMBOReitWdOVBDATKNGI_ ANDTRaNSMI88iOI_
_UL'FP.OM UB-I HKUCOPTi_ s
_,, -- | • It i lu a i •, " I i "'
I over 3/too period raSe h,om
1 fatisue
_, I | I i _, , | I at| |
' From turbir, _.enKine 1800 56_ 180 16S0
From transmission 3413 47'i5 240 |173
Total 4212 4:10 3?92
aSource: Letter April 1973; Director of Maintenance; U.S. Army Aeronautical
Depot Maintenance Center, Corpus Ct_istt, Texas.
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TABLE !I. - BKARINO COST COMPARISON:.
NKWV8 RK8TORATINO BY QRINDINO
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TABLE !!!. - RAW MATERIAL SAVINGS FOR UII-1. HELICOPTER
Msterltl Esttnmtod Asmre81 bUrinE Recycled steelbearing weight (lbs/year)
restored (lbs)
s i i
AISt M.50 steel 6 400 J 8 Sl 200AI8153200 steel 8 800 3 17 600
, , _ , ,
TABLE IV. - CRITICAL ALLOYING ELEMENT SAVINGS FOR UH-l _ELICOPTER
Material Total raw AXloyinEmement, Ibs (t)
i i i m_ ,
reeyoled mstertsl
h_m table HI, M°lyb= Mange- Chz_mi_tr_ Nickel Vana-
lbs denum nese dium
AI81 M-50 51 200 3433 ..... 3304 ...... 666
14.?S1 (4.5) 11._)
AISI 52100 17 600 70 370 ?0 ....
10.401 (1.51 10.401
I Hi i e i
Total 08 800 3433 ?0 35?4 ?0 666
J
lbs/yr
.. i ,, ,
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TABr_BV. - RRQUBST FOR QUOTATION
idontlfloatioa of boelqn88 ! Bn_o Or tnl_tdoei_ msauf_'s ps_ _bsr
! hde_ _ number,
t OBM peat numbo_
J
Toehnioal data Furnish drawing _ whioh _ is inepeatod
Doseription of _pli_
q
i 5p_htl _ by ft_d_E Idlowed 01' dosJrod
i i i • I
, _snttty Estimate of-snnusl quantity of besrl_ s_rsflable for
rwtorstton snd 1_ of oontm_ud oom_tment
Bsthnate of monthly shipments to manor
B_d rate of delivaty of boarlnf_ restored by
ertn,nne
5t
Manufseture's response Prioe quotation per beerinK sin
Dettvery time of Nstomd
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EVALUATION OF BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS
i
i RESTORED BY GRINDING
, by IL 0. Parker, E. V. Zsretsl_, sad S. M. Chest*
NASA Lewis Research Center ......................
ABSTRACT
A Joint program was undertSken by the NASA Lewis Research Center and
the Army aytsUonSystem Comnnud_to restore by 8rindlnS those rollJne-
dement bearings which are ourren_ bel_ discarded at alrczsft enKIne andtransmission overhaul. Threo bearing Wpe8 were 8oleotod It,ore the UH-I
heli_Dp_r refine (T-63) end transmission for tho pilot pzojmm. Groups o!
each o! these bearinp were mudly and dtmenston_l_ytnspeotod for suitsNllt_ ._
for restoration. A _al of SIX)bearings were restored by grinding. O[ this
number, 30 bearings from each type were endursnoe tostod to • TBO o! 1600
hours. No hearths failures ocourmd related to the reemrattm by
process. The two bearing tsflures which occurred were due to defecUve
roUing elements and were typie81 of those which may occur in new beaz_qps.
_Ite restorable componmt yield to the th_'ee Eroap8 was in exeess ot 90 percent.
INTRODUCTION
'/he bast-three decade have seen t |ignlflcant inorease in the severity of
applications in which rollln_elementbeerlnSs am expected to funottou reltably
and with Ions life.. Rollin_elemeut bearlnSS are now required-to operate at
much higher speeds and, to a-iNset extent, higher tokqlemtares than in the
early le40's. The increased apeed and tenq)emture requirements ori_nated
prtncipelly with the advent of the atrcraft 88s turbine engt_. Its development,
, coupled With the 8ppearanoe o! a va.z'le_of high-spoed turbine.driven machines,
. has resultod in • wide ranp of rollinK-dommt bNz_8 requirements for main-
shaft, t_cessory sad tmnsmissiou 8ppliostions.
Classical mliln_-elommt faUSue which is _ sub_rlkce orion has been
considered the prime life limiting factor Jor rolUnS_lement bearin_ although
u t
*U.S. Army Avlat/ons Systems Commend, St. Louis, Mo.
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actually loss than 10 percent ot them _ by fat/_e. With proper design, handling,
installation, lubrication, and f_m_m clesnl/ness, a rollinl_element bearing will 1
1
_ eventually fail by fatigue. Because f_t/Sue results trom material weaknesses, re-
search-U) improve material quality has been • continu/_ act/vity. The remaUd_ t
'_ 90 percent of the-failures are due to causes such as lubricant flow Intez_rUpt/on, it
i
lulzdcant oontam/naflon, lubricant detedoratien, acusive dirt ingestion, im-
',r proper bearing installation, incorroct mutating fits, m/shaz_U_ of beaz_zlp prior
_ to installation, installing a contaminated_bearing, manufacturtnK_detecW, rink
_ growth in service, and corrosion.
Nonmetallic inclusions are one c_use of classical rollb_-element fat/Sue
(ref8. I to 5). Basic inclusion t_mS include sulfides, aluminates. ,tilicateS.
and slobular oxides. TiZea6 anti•mien8 may act as stress raiee_s sim/lar to i
notches in tension and compression specimens or in rotating beam spec/mma.
Incipient cracks emanate from these inclusions (fig. 1), enlarge end pmpapto
under repeated stresses forming • netwozk of cm<_m which form into a fatilpm
8pall or plt (fig. 2). In general, the crocks propa_b in a plane al_rozimately
4S° to the normal; that is, •hey'appear to be in the p/she of mUlmum shcarinS
stress. In addition to nonmetaUic inclusions, largo carbides can act a8 stress
_-aisers and nucleate fztl_e cracks (rets. 6 and ?)_
One method for/ncrsasing roUins_-elcment bcar/ng life, roll.fifty and
load capacity is to slim/hate or reduce nomnetallic inclusions, entrapped ifase8,
and trace elemehte. Melting steel in a vacuum provides large life improve-
monte (rofa. 8 to 10). Double vacuum-melted bearing steel_ now commercially
available, is processed withe•he first_hcat being vacumn inductiou melted (VIM).
The material is subsequently vacuum arc remelted (VAH_. The result is a
material with marked reductions in nonmetaLLtc-inclu_Lens,,gas cOntent, and-
trace imp•trifles (ret. ll). Tests with 120-mm_boro ball bearings made trom
VIM-VAR ALSIM-50 steel produced fat/guo lives at 1east sove_ t/rues that
achieved by vacuum arc remelted steel (reg. 12). Hence, the probab/lity of
subsurface faUIp_ocan be greatly ml_ndsed, within ourreat TBO Intervals end
bearing steel state-of-the-art.
Failure by the other modes enumorated above are for the most part nca-
' predictable and tend to be suffice u opposed to sub•urn,ace originated. In
general, these hdlures due to surface orlglnated detects, occur much earlier
than those failures due to classlcal roll/ng-element fatigue (reta. 13 to I§). As
a result, in aircraft engine and transmission applicat/cm8, • large number of
beari_Ks are discarded at overhaul or during periodic maintenance. 'J[his
2S
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' results in millions of dollars in bearings which have tObe replaced anuaUy. In
, addition, critical alloying elemente _ u molybdeuum, mmqpmeae, chromium,
nickcl, and vanadium are co.mused.
In order to reduce costs and eomerve materials by reusing l_'.--b_, bear-.
I I_ rework hatsbeen performed both In privaLte'indUSt4'ysncLWltlflnthe U.B. Gov-
ernment on-a limited basis. Bulmd_, bearf_ rework as currently pranttced
• . comprises t e tollowing etepa (rof. 16)".
1. Reptace degectlve balls or roller nets with new _ or rollens that
match the original parts with respect to size, tolerance, finish, sphericity,
hardness, and material. The bearing8 are then reassembled an_checked for
radial and axial clearance and, where required, contact angle.
2. Defective retainers are replaced. Alternately, silver platinK from
ortgizml retainers are removed, and the retainers are nondeatmctively in-
spected and replated to oris_ml specifications.
3. Ball and roller raceways are polished to remove superficial corrosion
or other shallow surface defects. The _eworked bearing surfaces are thu
checked for profile, concemrlcJl_, surface finish, and metallurgical integrity.
4. The inner- and outer-diameter surfaces of the bearl_ _ are ground
and replated to original drawing specification.
5. Duplex and mult/ple stack bearing sets are rematched in accordance
with onsinal specifications using individual bearings from rejected or failed sets.
The aforesaid method retains subsurface damage in the used bearing race-
ways which may propapf, e to fatigue fldlur_ and thus limit the reworked bearings'
life and reliabiltt_. Reworking of any kind which involves slgnffimmt removal oL
material (and thus this damage) from bearing raceways has been avoided in pre-
vious refurbtshing or reworking t_ques.
The program reported-herein was undertaken to lnvesfll_te, the endurance
characteristics of aircra_tttrbine engine madtransmission bearinL_Jwhose race-
ways were restored by grindl_. The primary objectives were to (1) determine
_he yield o£ bearings su/tab, for restoring by grinding, _) determine the endur-
ance characteristics of restored bearings under simulated eporating oondtUona; ]
" (3) determine po _t-test conci/tion of the motored bearings; 8nd (4) establish a
' specificahon for bearing restoration by raceway _.
BEARING 8ELECTION FOR RES'Iq3X:IATICA,i
Three bearing types were selected from the UH-I helicopter engine and
transmission for the program of restoration by grindmlJ. _'ne crlteria for
2G
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! sclectlon were (a) bore of 50-mm or larger and {b) aequlsltlon cost to the Oov--
' "1 ' erement of $50.00 or greater. Based on InZormatlon furnished by the Corpus
.. , Cbrisi ArmyDspot, the bearings selected had amo_ the h/ghest replacomem
" I ra_s during wrmal maintemmco and overhaul. The bearJnp, nd their Federal
"" ! Stock and component equine part numbers are listed in table I.
- _ , The-210-alze (50-ram bore) split Inner-rlng baltbeart_ is shown in I/g-
!
• ure 3. These bearings are made fromAlSl _.I00 steel by a single mamdac-
turer. The bearing cage or separator which is made from silver-plated bronze
is of _ one-piece design and is Inner--iaml rlding. These are mainshaft bear-
, trigs from the front compressor position of the T-M gas lut_bine eq_Qe. Engine
operatL'zg oondi_iorm for the bearing include a speed o124 000 rpm and a thrust
• losd of 450 pounds. BearLNj off-ln temperature in the engine is approximately
2_ ° F and oil-out temperature is between 250° to $00 ° F. A total of 150 of
i_. th,_se bearings were sent by the overhaul depot to be inspected for mstomUon.
The lll-kize (56-ram bore) cylindricat roller bearings shown in figure 4
a_e manufac_red by two separate manufacturers. The design of each manu-
facturer is sufficiently different whereby interchan_ability of the bearing com-
_nente is not possible. The beartn_ are manufactured from AISI M-60 steel.
_he bearing 0age or separator is a one-piece, silver-plated steel, Inner-land
riding design. These bearings are from the T-55 gas turbine engine rear com-
pressor position. Operating loads are nominal for this. bearing. They are con-
8idered to be under a light radial load. The maximmn beari_ speed is 24 000
rpm. Bearing oiL-in temPerature in the en_e is approximately 200 ° F and
o/l-out temperature iS approximately 350° F. A total of 121 of_these bearings
were sent by the overhaul depot to be inspected fDr res_mtion.
The third bearing type was the trtplex ball bearing se_ shown in figure 5.
Eighty-six sets of these bearings were sent to be lns_ted for restoration.
These are 7216-also (80-mm bore) az_mlar--contaot ball bear_p which are
mounted on the input bevel gear p/z/ton shaft of the U'a-i helict_pter tmnsmis-
slon, The bearings are manufachzred from AISI M-BO. They have a one-
,. piece, silver-plated steel, inner-race rldi_ ease.. Operating conditions in the.
. helicopter for the triplex set include a radialload of $17_ pounds and a thrust
load of 4274 pounds at a speed o| 6600 rpm. All the bearings in the set are
match grotmd with a 100-pound preload. There are two manufacturers of
this beazl_g. However, each _mnufacturer's design I_ similar which allows for
complete Interc_b/lity,
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I !hIPECTION OF REMOVED BEARINGS
A total of 529 bearings of.the three types were subjected to inspection
e
i to determine su/tsblllty and yield tor restoring by grindl_. These ineloded.
t 150 split inner-rb_ ball bear_ (_10-8ise), 121 cylindrical roller bearini_!
(111-size). and 86 tr/pl_x sets ot the a_lar-co_tact ball bearlnss, (_216.-stze_.
1 The inspection procedure cons_M of vismd and dimensional inspections In-
ciuding _ diameters, flatness, re.redness, hardness, mapaflux for flaw_,
raceway surface c_dlttons (epalUng. wear. etc.), sad general s_tabttity of
' all componenW for restori_ by STinding. Tl_e restorable beari_ yield per-
cents are given in table 13for the three bearing types.
Of the 150 spllt-inuet_ring M bear_ inspecM. 145 were Judged
restorable for a yield of 96.'1 peroent. (_ the basis o! restorable compo-
nents, the yield was 98.2 percent. _f_e general appearance of this group of
bearings was excellent. Raceway tracks were light and balls and separators
were in good condition except for some off varnish deposits on separator
lands and ball pockets. The |ive bearings that were Judged non-restorable
had defects including fatigued raceways, corrosion, or bore and/or outside
diameters (O. D.) greater than 0.001 inch out of tolerance. The incidence of
bore and O.D. variance from print tolerance was high at 4"f.3 percent. 8ome
of this..variance is explai_ble by gaging discrepancies in cases were 0.0001
inch off-print dimension was _oM. However, 28 of the_e bearings had rings
out of tolerance from 0.0009- to 0.001 inch but were Judged restorable since
these bore and O.D. surfaces could be plated and reground to print dimen-
sions. Only one bearing was non-restorable solely because of out-of-
tolerance rings. Fi/ty of the 145 restorable bearings wer'_ randomly chosen
to be restored by grinding.
These bearinp are made of AISI 52100 steel, which may be expected to
experience dimensional changes in tur_!ne-englne malnshaftposlflo_s where
soak back_emperatures near 400 ° F may t_c expected. Generally, the use of
AISI M-50 steel for _alnshaft bearings is recoL_mended.
The 121 cylindrical roller bearings consisted of 54 from manufacturer A i
' and 67 from mantdacturer B. The number of bearings Judged restorable were
52 and 62, respectively, for yields of 96.3 and 92.5 percent, r_spectively,
and an overall yield of 94.2 percent. On the basis of restorable components,
the yield was 96.7 percent. The g6neral appearance of these bearings was
excellent. Raceway tracks were light, ana the rollers and separators were in
good condition except for some off varnish deposits o_ the separator land;, and
28
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roller pockets. The seven bearinp tha_ were Judged non-restoreble had defects
; /nclud/x_ fatigue 8pall/ng, cormsion, or 8ua'faco distress on the raceways and
t damaged O.D. surfaces of enter rings, hvertteen of the total gl_mp of 121 bear-d
1 inks had bore or O.D. d/mensims out of print tolerance, but ouly three of
1 these discrepancies were greater than 0.0001 inch.
' The bearinsu chosen for restoring by Zr_ding were SOnuzlomly dmsen
bearin_p, from the a restorable bearinSs all from manufacturer B.
The totsl of 88 triplex sets of the angular conteot ball bear/_s consisted
of 71 sets from manufacturer C and 16 aeta from manufaotnrer D. The number
of sets Judged restorable were 46 and n/he, reepectiveay, foryielchs of 64.8 and
60.0 percent, respectively, and an overall yield of 64.0 percent. The total
number of beartnKs considered restorable was 207, for an overall bear/nK yield
of 80.2 percent. On the basis of components, that is, rinse and c_q;es0 the
overall restorable component yield was 91.6 percmt.
The general appearance of tide S_oep of beari_s was much poorer than the
other two groups of bearings inspected. There was a high incidence of corro-
sion and rustinK tn the raceways. Most of this agparently occurred after re-
moral from the transmission and could be attributed to insufficient protection
during or prior to storage. Many of the raceway tracks appeared to have ex-|
perienced wear or a chanKs in ml'*_co characteristics associated with opera-
tion in. dirt or debris contaminated lubricant. The incidence of spalling fatigue
htflures was much higher than with the other two gmqps.. Some of this 8palling
may have been related todebris damage.
Of the 48 bearinKs that were Judpd non-restorable, $7 had corrosion
pitted or rusted raceways, two had separator damap, and nine had raceway
8pall/nK fatisue failures. Three beartnKs from two triplex sets wei'e not re-
turned for inspection by _e overhaul depot, thus accounting for the discrepancy
in quantities from the total of 86 triplex sets.. The sp611/_ fat/sue failures
occurred in seven triplex sets, for an 8.1 percent fa/luae rote. BearinKs from
24 triplex sets or 27.9 percent had corrosion pitted or rusted raceways.
Only 25 of the 255 bearings inspected had bore or O.D. dimension discrep-
ancies j_reater than 0.0001 inch, but none of these were bad enou_ to be Judsed
non- restorable.
The 50 triplex sets chosen for restoring by grlnd/ng included sets from beth
manufacturers C and D. i
The restorub_e yield on the basis of components (rinKs and separators) was J
greater than 90 percent for each beari_ type inspected. For the split-inner-rinK ,
t 29 "t
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i ball bearJnp the restorable compenest y_old wu 96.2 percm_ for the cylin_
i drtcal miler bearing, 96.7 peromt; and br the triplm _r-cmsisct ballbearings, 91.6 percent.
i PROCESS OF RlmTORING BY GI_IEG
. Figure 6 shows the relative multitude of _hearing s _ress as a function of
depth below the sur_ce. In the zone of maximum resolved shUring stress,
which generally occurs from 0.002 to 0.006/nch l,elow (he sul_raoe br most
rollin_.elemmst bearing applicsl_Lou, there adsia the mmdml_ ozt_paal
shearing stre_s, the maximum octahedr_l shearh_ stress, and the maztmum
shearing stress on a 45° phuw. Due IDthe eyclio natusw st the sh4a.--qug
stresses, s htt/l_e crock will evmtual_ occur within this sone andpropagate
into a crack network. This network will evant_lly lead to apa111_ and fail-
ura o_ the raceway bearing etu'tace whereby the b_rf_ is m lo_er suflable
for the purposes for which it was intended.
In addttton to this failure phenomena, damage to the surface can occur
which is caused primarily by dirt and toret_ object or wear debs4a within
the lubrication system and in souse f_tances by oorroston of/he raceway
surfaces. This surface damage, in the _orm of indsntations or scratches,
acts as stress misers on the besrb_J raoeway stu'taces, and also in/fla_es
fatigue cracks which propagate into crack netwcz_ks and ev_hmily leads to
spa!ling.
Where a rolling element such as a ball or a roller fails by spa]llng,
debris dnmap generally occurs to the raceways. In addition, where an
inner or outer raceway furls there is plwrally debris damap to the rolling
elements and the non-furled _ace. These failure phenou_ena make the bearing
unusable both for continuous application and _or sul_eqaent reuse. However,
most of the debris damage occurs at depths less than 0.002 inch below the
surface of the rolling-element raoeways.
Another problem in the operation of rolling-eluaent bearin_ is growth
of the bearing race rings. As an mmmple, the inner or outer races, can grow
due to metallurgical transformations or duo to hoop stresses du_-_g operation.
'this growth restdts in the bearing being not reuuble after removal from It8
application.
For aArcraft applications, bearin_ removed at overhaul are usually
cleaned and visually inspected for defects and dimensional conformance to print.
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Bearinp are usually not taken apart, except those which by deslSn are
t . separable. 1"nerefore, lmpmd/nl or minute fatiipm slmli'J_ cannot be detected
except by hand, feel, or noise tinting. Both of the latter techa/quea are very
, subjective and can only be usedw;_ any degree ("{ su_eBs by a bearing uumu-
fairer and _ aster utablizhinl performanoe yanlst/cho on lazlp produc-
t/on runs of new bearinp.
In general, the reject/on rate of bearinSn removed from turbine salines
and transmission at overhaul Is appm0dmately 50 percent. Based upon exper-
ience, lens than 10 percent of the bearinp removed have fatted due to fatiKue.
Therefore, 90 percent of those rejected bearinp can be rcstored by _rinding
I the raceways and thus reused stnco the raceway damage causing rejection Is
I usually much more superflchd than fat/sue failure damage.
In order to restore bearings economically, it is necessary to start a pro-
duetion run of components when a mi_mum economic lot size of components
has been accumulated. A lot is then procossed utilizing process-travelers
and manufacturing drawinp in same manner as a mam_cture of new ben.-
inips. Some quantity of bearings received for reetorl_ have non-restorable
components. These are scrapped. The x_storable componentsare 8torcd in
It "par_ baDk't from which interchanseable components will be drawn to make
an economic lot size for restoring.
Bearings rejected for reuse in application are disassembled into its com-
ponent parts. These components are visually inspected, and the hardness
the bearing races are measured. The bearing components are either put
aside for rcstoring or scral_ed.
Those components determined to be rostorable are dimensionally inspec-
ted. Where necessary, the bearing faces, bores, and outer diameters are
ground and either nickel or chromo plated to a th/ckness that will allow the
surfaces to be reground to the orif_ print dtmensions.
Both inner and outer raceways are jround to a depth not exceeding the
r_Jludmumdepth Of the Ixutx/._um resolved shearing stress under their maximum
loaded condition but not less than O.002 inch. The surfaces finish iz maintained
to its O_tiOnni print specl_, eat/on. The bearing is th_a refitted with new rolling ,i
elements of a diameter equal to the dizmoter.of the olements previously ten-
mined in the bearin8 plus twice the depth of _.
For ball bearinp the effect/ve race curvature is i4enticai to the orl_nal
dimensions within alip_losnt mathemattmd values. Tho orllinsl values of con-
tact snares, resting angle, and radizl oleanmos remain enchsnsed. Althoush
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the restored bearing contains oversize balls "andoversize raceways, the totalt
effective geometry of the bearing has emt been chaz_ed, and consequently, the
t contact stress level and calculated bearing life of the restored tmaring will be
, esxnttally idenUcal to that el the origtmfl benT. The beating separator is
stripped o! its sfl_wr platlz_, whore applicable, respected for cracks mad re-
i plated. The new, oversized rolling elements are placed within the separator,
6
] and the beaTing is reassembled.
, For cylindrical roller bearings the procedure as outlined above is the same
• wtW the e_cepflon that the roller length as well as the roller diameWr are in-
creased by a value twice of the depth of regztnding.
1 Referring to figure 6, the location of the zone of maximum resolved
1 shearing stress in the inner and outer raceways after regrinding is displaced
by a distance X, and th_ stress is redistributed accor_ ,._ly. The dimension X
t should be not less th_n 0.002 inch nor more than. the original maxtmum depth
ot the zone of maximum resolved shearing stress at'the maximum load coedS-
lion for the beaxing. The bearingkinematics, intez:nal clearances, and contact
loads d_ring operation remain unchanged. A new volume of material is being
stressed which should result in a life or probability el survival equivalent to
the bearing, s original life or survival probability.
ENDURANCE TESTING
Endurance tests were pex'fcrmed in order to evaluate the process of re-
storing by grinding on each of the three bearing types and determine that the
restored bearing will provide lives at least as long as the desired time between
ovel4_aul of 1600 hours. Speed, load, and lubrlcatiou conditions we_'e chosen
to be representative of each bearing application. The test conditions are shown
in table III.
, Test Apparatus and Prnoedure
' Each o_ the bearing types were tested in test heads specifically chosen for
the particular speed and load conditions. The test facilities were capable of
continLtous running with test interruption only due to beating failure or inad-
vertent test facility malfunctions. The lubrication _ydtems for the three
facilities had many common feattu'cs. Each system used MIL-L--23699 Type II
• _ter, from single lubricant batches. The t_st l_._._ngs were lubricated by Jets.
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The lubricant was recLrculatsd through sppropriate heat exchawier8 __
i the desired flaw rates and lubricant-in temperatures.
i In order to simulate tubrtean_ replenishment due to leshese and evspora_L
in engine and gearbox lubrioatien estems and periodie lubricatioe_ sheen, rite
_ i test_aolUtylub:toatiou systems were pe_b_teal!y drainedand refilled withnew
lubricnt. Also, the lubricant was ehsnpd each time at new bearl_ o_ bea_p
wer_ put on test..
_pUt-inner-rinx _ b,_rin_ test head. - A seeaenal view of a test heed
used for the 210-siZe spltr,-inner-zq_ _ beartnp f8 shown in figure ?. Four
of these test heads were used,-,atch one driven thr_qh a'qtdil co_rom a
support spindle driven by fiat belts and 26 hOrsepower electric motozu. One eL
each pair of test bearings was motored in a floatf_ ]zom_ lind was thrust
loaded against the other with a cal_mted hydraulic syltnder.
Lubrication is provided by Jets located between tie test bearings. Two
test lubrication systems, separate from the support beat lubrieatiea sys-
tems, were used, each supplying lubricant to two t_t heads flour test hearinp).
Each test lubrication system contained a heated 4-g811o_ sump, a 1. _-f_ilon
per minute at 100 psi supply pump, a nominal 10-micron absolute filter, and a
turbine type flowmeter. Scavemge from the test housinp was by gravity drain
lines. Bearing outer-race temperat_tre and lubricant inlet and outlet tempera-
tures were measured by thermocouples and continuously recorded on a strip chart
recorder. Oil flow rates, spindle speeds, load system pressure, and lubrication
system pressures were periodically recorded. Conffmtous, unatteadod 24 hours
pcr.d-_3,, 7 d_ys per weel_ operation was Kcomaplished.
Cylindrical miler bearing test head ..... A settles view of-a test head used ¢o
test the Ill-size cylindrical miler bearings is dhoWnin fiKure 8. Three of
these test heads were used, each ccntatuinE four _t beari1_s and two support
ball bearings. _ne test spindles were driven by ?. 6 or I0 horsepower electric
motors and a geared speed increaser.. Power was traumitted from motor to
,. gear box by pulleys and V-beltS. Flat belts transm/tted power f_om the gear
. box to the test spindle.' Each pair o! test bearings was radially loaded by a
spring scale and lever arm arrm_ement.
, LubriCant was suppl!ed to _ test beaHNpw through Jets locahn/betwe_m
each pa/r of test bearinp. Each test head hu a Set.rate test lubHeatim sys- ,
tern with a heated 4-Szdlou capao/ty smnp, a supply pump, a wate_led heat
exchanger, a horn/hal lO-mlOron filter, a volumetric flow meter, and a soar..
qe pump. A separate lubrication system was used'for the support bearings.
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. 'r_t bearing otmsx,-rl_ tomperstums, oll inlet and ou4et tempersi_rea Were
measun_ with thermocouplee and were ,xmt/nuous_ recorded.on strip eimrts.
- Machine vlbrat/onwas oongauoum_ymon/tomdandin oonlunetionwith several
a_tomat/epreeso.rs and_rat,_ mom/tox'l_ot__ oafe_ devlees, the test rtSs
were ,=p_ae of Z4hoursper day. T d,_ per week. unamededopemUm.
Anaular_ tall beaz,u_ test head. - A Sest/_ view of a test headused
to test the _216_-size _an--coniact ball beartnp is shown _ 9.. Four ._
of these test heads were used, one on each end of two spindles driven
V-belts with 20 horsepower electro moWrs. A _ ot test bearhqp were i
mortared/n ee_h test heo.d !u a beo_...:W-baok a_meBt. Th_b_rh_s were
thrust loaded against each other by four belts with a fifth st_ bolt used _-_i
to set and monitor the *h_t load ms4pdtude. The desired radi_ load was ti
applied to each pair of bearings with a dead weight load th_ a 10 to 1 lever _
arm. 1Lubrication ts provided by Jets located betwe_ each pair of test bearings.
A single lubrication system supplied lubricant to all ell;hi bear/_e tested eimul- i
taneotlsly. This lubricat/on system was separate from the system suppl3dn8 •
lubr/oant to the load bear/nSa. The system for the test bearings contained a
heated 12-1__llon sump, a 25.-pJ_on per minute supply pump, a constant pres-
sure bypass system, a water-cooled heat e_cha_er, a nominal 10-m/cron full *t
flow filter, and a $0-pllon per minute scavange pump. Lubrieant temperatures -]
were monitored by thermoootxpies, and flow rate was menitox_! by cal/bmted
visual pg_s. I
Continuous, unattended 24-.hour per d_y, 7 da_ per-week opemtton was
acc0mpl/shed utflis/ng a computer control system. Test bear/rig outer-r/l_ i
temperature, thrust load, and wo.ch:lne.Hbrat-ion were continuousl_ moni_r_L
LUbricant inlet and outlet _mtures, Offflow rate, and spindle speed were !
periodica)ly monitored.
Test Results
. Thirty of each of the three bearing types were chosen ,_t random from the !
groups of bearings restored by &_dnd/ng. These bear/n_ were the_ tested for i
endurance in their respective _ao/lities for a d_rat/on of 1600 hours at cond/-
Uons representative of the specific application. The objective of the tests was !
to demonstrate the ollpabfl/t_ o_ the bearings restored by _ to operate 1
satisfactorily for the desired time between Overhaul of 1600 hours. This is in I
i
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• contrast to bearing fatigue testing which is designed to run at condit/ons chosen
• to coeleratespailingfat/suefailures.
i In each of the three sets of tests, none of the restored bearing8 ezpeLqe_oed
" ' failures which could.be related.to the restoring promma. Twea_-e/ght of the
thir_ 7_16-size angular-contset ball bea_, 29.of the Ill-siZe oylimlrioal
roller bearings, and all 30 of the 210..-size split-inner riq_ _ bearing inched ,_
the desired 1600 hour time without failure.
Resets.with ,210-size split-L_, er.-raoe ball beari_. - The beariz_s in this
........ group were from a helicopter turbine engine, front compressor bearlz_ pmsi-
f/on. Eight bearlngswere teStad simultaneouSly with two bearlngsin each of
four test heads, In order to complete the 1600.hour duration for SObearings,
the final test setup utll/zed only three of the four test heads. The lubricant
volume in the sump was adjusted acoordinlily.
Subsequent to the successful completion of the 1600 hour tests, the bear--
ings were disassembled end vlsuslly inspected. The raceways had visible run-
n/ng tracks typical of bearings rmm/ng under thrust load. All race surfaces
and ball surfaces were generally discolored from heat and lubricant staining.
The raceway running tracks were discolored to a lesser extent. The condition
of all contacting surfaces including raceways, balls, and cage surfaces was
excellent, with no indications of any detrimeatal effects of the restoring process
or damage from the endurance testing.
The extent of discoloration on the bearing components suggests that these
bearings were exposed to relatively high temperatures in these tests. The
measured outer race temperatures were in the range of 2_ ° to 2750 F and
averaged about 9-60° F. Off-out temperature ranged from 236 ° to 268 ° F.
The hardness of the inner and outer race_ of several bearings were measured
after disassembly. These bearings included the bearing with the highest Outer--
race temperature (275° F) (also most discolored 6earin_ and the b_aring with the
lowest outer-race temperature (252° F). All hardnesses were in the range from
58 Rc to 60 Rc, which is on low end 6f the acceptable range for rolling-element
-. bearings. These temperatures are approaching the limits for the Ahql 62100
material. (It is recommended and Is common practice to use AISI M-60 for all
turbine engine main shaft bearinp. )
Results wiffi ll.i-slze o_lindrlcal, roller b_..rimts. - The bearin_ in tide
group were from a helicopter turbine engine, in the rear compressor bearing
position. Twelve bearings were tested simultaneously With four bearings in
each of three test heads. To con_plete tbe 1600 hour test t/me for all 80 test bear-
inp, dummy bearings Were used to make up the extra positions in the test head.Q
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The measured outer-race temperatures for these beartt_s were ta the mnze
. from 220° tn246° Y. T_ oil-oat temperature _ from Z06° to n0 ° F.
Twem_-n/no test beszSmp completed the desired leO0 bout dumt/ca. ODe
• bear/rig suffersda faflureaftmr only 16,alkmrs. Suba_umt 6era/led maUnt-
nat/oa.etth/sb_dng fndloatedthathefailure/att/atedU a n/letfat_m
spall. FeJlure_deteet/on_equ/pmemdid not-dste_ the kllazesad_shutdown-the
test-t/S. R_vu _ th_ the miler sp&ttprotmjstsd unul more thsn_/f
the roller-_faoe_tu severely, spslled, eveUmll_ aumsS cqe tneetup and
, subseqmnt sevet'e damage to theother rollersandritemmmu_. Beemme of
- the severely ove_tton at thespalledarea m ate s_roller,
• defln/te evldmee of a msterlsl dofoot was notfound. However, scannlal eleo- -
. tmn microscope exam/nat/on of the spelled area and metallogmphte seotfon8
throughthe_xdlod_arsa/nd/mtmithatsubsurface/att/at_roll/s_elemm_t
fatiguewas _heprlmsryfa/lu_.B/aoethem/crost_etureandhardmu eLthe
roller,ingeneral,weretypicalofpn)pezl__hestta_ml AlexM-60.it/ssu-
petted that a stress concentrat/on such asan/nelu/_mor void was tn _ critical
area. Addltlonal/y, there was no eVtdmoe of roller skew or unusual eud wear on
any milers from this bearl_.
It i8 concluded that tlda premature failure was not related to the-res_or/ng
by S_ pz_0ess. The prooess includes/xmtslliag new rollers in the re-
stored beartDg, /ad such new milers are of a q_I/ty which would be/astslled
in new bea_. Thus, such zta/lure could have ooourrsd in a new bearl_ as
well ss in rids restored besr/_.
The beartnp that oompleted the 1000hou: tests were disaesembiod and
v/sually/ns_, lnit/sl emun/na_L_ with the un_ded eye x_vealed the race-
ways lagood cond_on, with roller tradm somewh_, more spp_ent on the outer
raceways than on the inner raceways. Cs_s were in excelleut condition wlth
the normal light wearor bum/sh/_ of the silver _ in the_pockets and the
inner race r/cl/_ lands. •The rollers n_dy all almqvedsome c/reumferential
lines typically observed on tested roller be_z4np. Tke roller ends and the
,. inner race flange oout_ctawere in eacellmt ooaditjm revesl/ng no si_aificsnt
• abnormal roller motion. HOwever, in s few of the bearinp, the cage poo.ket
wear indicated a very slljht amount of roller skowl_.. HoWever, the es/mt of
skewing dous not appear to present a problem.
More detsilod examinatiou at low magntficatloa (ex) of the sur_&cesof roll-
ers from severs/of _e besr/np revuled shsllow surfao_ distress or pitting
within the flat length of the roller and gmerally toward the blend of the fiat length
• l
1
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_t •J and the crown. The depth of the ptttiniL luJ._rnd from surface profile traces• and metallographic sections, was t_dcelly less than 0.0006 inch. Altlmu_ the
tnner and outer raceways showed some ieolstsd evidence of very minor surface
• dist_esa, the_dsmqe was-mainly limited to the reUor-sudsces.
Surface finishes of the rollers jmd_racews_s were measured on 10 besrtnp
randomly chosen from.the total lot of SO. The outer raceways messuro_either
4 or 6 pin. RMS in all cases. The roller eyiindrinal surfaces measured from
-I 4 to6 iJ1n_RMS. The inner raceway surtscas ranged from S. 5/_in. _ 15rd_ln.
___ R]_S. The engine manufacturer's drawing Yet thls'heaf_ml_ape_ffins 10 #in. or!
I
i better forthese surfaces althou_ bearing manufactmeera t_3/call_ finish to
better surfaces as indicated b3_the outer raceway and roller surfaces measured
here•
In all cases where the surface finish of the inner raceway equalled or ex-
ceeded the L_peclfled 10 pin., ourface distress was observed on the rollers.
On two bea_, where inner raceway finishes were 6 and 7/,in. RMa, some
roller surface distress was observed. On the otherbesrJ_s, where inner
raceways varied from 3.5 to 8 pin. RMS, no relier surface distress was ob-
served.
The elastDhydrod3mamlc (EHD) film thickness in the roller raceway comets
was calculated using a high-speed roller beazing computer program for the con-
ditions of these tests. The film thickness at both the inner and outer raceway
contacts i8 est/mated to be 27-pln. An accepted criterion _or the effeol_veness
of the EHD film.thickness in given conditions withf_vea bearing surfacoo is the _
r_tio of EHD film thtclmees to the composite surface _ess. This ratio is
often _eferred to es film Wtckneso parameter or A_ The composite surface
roughness in the-square root of the Sum ef_.the aqua_eS of the.surface finishes.
of the two su_ac_ in contact.
For those bearinp where the inner-race eurfa0e finish was 10 pin. RMS
or greater, A was 2.4 or less. in the worst caaee, A Was as low u 1.5.
Where A i8 less than 3, it 8hould be expected that come &epertt_ contacts will
exist (rare. 1'7 and 18). The detrimental effects of this aurface-to-sQrface con-
. tacts is expected to be further Nflfravated by skiddinj. At the very low radial
load of these teats, it is expectad that some _dddln8 exists, wherein the rollers
are orbiting at a speed less than epieyolio speed. Under these oondittena of
skidding and low A, it may be oxpectod that some surface damage would occur.
Thus, the Surfaes distress obeerved on the rollers was apparently related to the
teat eondit/ons, and not attributed to the restoring by grinding pp0cess.
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The load 8nd temperature cond/tlons for these tests are eat/mates o! those
_. ' that the beaz/u_ experkmoes in the euzine. The enzine oond/t/ons, of counse.
are neither omstant nor eas/ly determined. Whether the _ o_nd/Uons are
"- • such that su:faco distress would occur, such-as tlmt observed on these teat bear-
fnS8, is not known, but in view of theR test results, that poestbili_ exists.
With the oxeet_tion of some innor raceway suz/aoe finishes nOt meet/s_ opec-
Ilioationa, the-endurance tests revealed no problems related to the restoring by
grinding process. Raceway 8urfaae finish deviations are occulonal_ found in
1 new bearings, s_tt is noLa problem_unique to restored bearJLup.
Rasul_ wl.th ,ZVle,-s.ize aueuls_eosstaet ball bearing. - The b__ _thls
group were from triplec_ setS o! s helicopter transm/aston input pinion bearing.
The tszKlempair and p_oK! bearing ar_nu_ement is shown in figure 5. Thirty
beartn_.S8were chosen at raudou_ from the tandem pains of 30 triplex_eta.
Eight I_mrlnp were tested stmultsneoual,ywith four bearings reqeired for each
test setup. In order to complete the 1600 hour durstiou for $0 besrinlp, addt-
t/onsl bearinlps were chozen at random tzom the remaising bearinlgs.
The measured outer-race temperatures for these bearinp were in the range
from 186° to 1_5° F. Off-out temperature ra_ed from 170 ° to 180° F.
After 1122 hours with one set of bearings, the inner rings of two adjacent
beariss8 besan to turn on their shaft, They were removed and could not be
tested further. Their raceways, balls, and cas_ surfaces were in excellent
cond/tion. The bore dismetens were within tolerances, but near max/mum.
This fact, coupled with a sha_ size. near m/n/mum 8pparently allOcqedan unde-
sirable fit situation with this l_rticular bearing pair. Since the bores were
within tolerances, this failure could not be d/rectly stt_ to the restoring
process.
While mnn/ng the last two bearings in the $0 bearlnK samples, an add/tional
bear/n_ one of tw0 which were used only as slave bearisp at the opposite end
of the t_et.spindle, suffered _ severe ball failure. Although this bearl_ was not
one of the original mndon_sample of S0 bearinp, it Was a bearing from the
30 restored triplex sets. ObservatSon of the fahd beart_ tndtcamd that the ball0
failure was due to a metallurs/ml defeot in the _ and had no relation 'to the re-
stor/ng process of the races.
Submeciumt to the 1600 hottr testS, the uearlnl_ was disU_embled and vls-
Im_oted. The inner m0sway had visible running tracks tTpical of bearint_
run _mder such conditions for _tended times. The outer race,ways had visible
tracks t_ical of ball bearings trader combined rad/al and thrust load conditions.
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_, The gmeml oondtUmxof sll mcewsys, ball sur_ces, and cNps surfaces was ex-
' cellent, with no bul/_t/om d any detrtmmiil offoots ot the restoring process.
1 '
_ The result_ of the Indicate that mS_omU_uispzosx_m bearl_ todm/catlyfeasible. The eq_ertenoe ira/nodttom teefln8the Ihree 8xoups of bmrlnp tnd/-
pe_ormance bea_ sro ooml_umbleto newc&td3 that the oLthe l'8gtOl, gd brand
, ' bearlnips. It wsJ ox4gfnally speeul_(mdth_ fnflu_ lmO_t_ of the._ostorodbemr_.
tnp would be,_! !:_-_:..Bredor st least m/n/m/sed, because tbcmebearing raceways !
|
which would have been_iz_ereotly defective have _ cku-b_fteid op- i
erat/on. However, the one _ falXu_ and one xoUer failure experienced on this
program/nd/cate that tnfsnt mortsI4t_ can st/U bo 8 problem because o! porto-
t/ally defoeUve _w roll/n8 edeuumta, This problem would be no Sree_r than
that curre:_ betnj uq_erienoed. In other words, _e r_Jtored besrl_fs can
be expected to be comparable to newly msnufac_rod bea_, it would bo un-
z_oJioUcW assume that their group life potenthd would be Irreater.
A necessary eiemmt in the boating resla_rationpxooe8 is to assure proper
qwdtty ooutx_l ot the res_orod bear/np. Fu_her, it ts necessary, to assure
msnufacmrtng oonsiatancy co_le to newly mmmfaoturedbeertnJs. An addl-
Cton_lelemeut on the bearing rest_rs_toetproceu is the usu_nce that a potea-
t/al vendor's restoration process win m_ 8d_rsely 8_e_ the ]He or qa_t_ of a
beazl_g. As a _ou_t of theJ_oz_menUouodAVSCOMaud l_SA Jointly developed
a-prvposed "Speciftcation for ResWrt_ Be_rl_ by Orlndl_' which is included
as an appendix tOth/s z_t,
The specification incorporates both the teclndcs_and-quallt_ assuranoe as-
peete wh/ch have been defined both in the bearlng restomt/on pz_ntm 8ridrecent
advance8 in roLllng-elemmt bearlnfrstato-ot-the..art. The raw mate_/sl and
melt/_ specifications for r0111ngelement8 calls _or VIM-VARAISLM-_0 ju_L
VIM-VARAlSl _100 assur/nK a longor roll/ng-elemmt life pot4mt/sLthen /8
currently being obtained. M/n/mum EHnd/ngck_pthsIre eettbitshed but the
. exact amounta are left to the disoreUon of the vmuior. Hardmu mudsurface
t'ln/sli specfficagons are also tif_htmodf_m previous _VBCOMpm_oo. Ro-
search performed by the _A Indlmtes both tremors to be orlUoal to roll/_o
elemen_ bearing lifo and rdlabilit_, ReuulWof the rut8 Nported horedntndt-
cste that 8urfsce d/s_rees due to mars/nsl elM_o_dnx_am/o film thickness
with the ex/sUng boari_ surfaoe ilK/she8 is an inhere_ defect in CurrentboarIJq
J
3g ,I
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i dee/Ip_ spoclficat/on u practiced by AVBCOM betting Sul_liers.
• The use of AIBI ]I/-60 stool/J gpoeUiod in aireraftbearln_ instead AI81
UI00 because of the imp_ jddlit7 of the AISl M-60 steel to retlin its hani-
' hess at elevated temperatures. Unfortunately, whm-eurrent beaz/ng Spee/flcs-
, t/one are sueh U to set • minimum liardneu ol Rockwell C-59 at roOm ambient
temperttmm, the_haz_non of the matez_d at _ operat/ng temperatures
of 260 ° F falls below aeceptable values. Tlfls minimum I_rdmss defeats the
use of the AISI_M-e0 steel and san result In-premature _ dama8_ tad
failure. As a totalS, the lmrdnUs oriterfa for the proposed specification is
t_htmod fzom.that_of _re_ AVBCOMprao_ioe.
_teriai and part tmoeebtltt_ ts another important factor. The abWty to
trace defective erlUoal beartulls in i system can be extremely important when
fuilurm are uperteaeod tn the field. Tmoeab/Utv is not now being practiced
' by the U.S. Army. A defeotive i_roup of boar/n_ or improperly pmcusod or
heat treated steel can occur both ta new, refurbished, or restored bearl_s.
Where the failure mode san saute s loss of an airera_ it become8 extremely
important to be able to removo an such defeetive bearlnp from the military
iv/at/on system. PrN_mtly, this cannot be accomplished.
Oz/s/nal equ/pment bearing ve_d0rs have a proven capab/I/ty .-,_nufaetur- ',
Lugacceptable bear/nile for a given ai_Uelfl/on. Not all potentisl vendors for
the restoration of alremft quality bearinp have thfa proven record of bearing
manufacturinK porformance for aircraft quality bearinp. This doU not mean
that these vendors should be oxoluded from the airomft bearing rest0mtton.
As a renult, the speelfieat/on (appendix) requires that a.prospeet/ve vendor
ead_ee test a 30 bearln8 lot o_ aircraft ball beax'lnp restored in_aceordanee
wlth this specification.to qualify to rest0ze ball boarlnp only. In Addition, lx_
order to qualify for rolle_ bea_ reutorstio_, the speeifloAtion calls for the
vendor to emduranee test A 30 bearl_ lot aireraft roller bearings. Ones the
0
vendor performs these testz, forther testthg will not be required. The original
equipment beari_ vendor is exompt from this trot/rig mdy for those bearings
• which he has orts/nally manufactured and subsequently restored. Should tlds yen-
. dot decide to restore bearings st another manufacturer, the vendor would be re-
quirsd to endurUee test bear/ag8 to euure the nnoessAt7 ll/e potenthd.
Quality eontrol will be the z_Jponalbilit_ of the military Overhaul facility and
the vendor. Current quai/_ oontrol prooodures t_properly enforced should
restdt in quality equivalent to new boarlnp being purchased.
4O
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"_ Evaluation of restored ta_red.coLler bearings has not been e_mtuecl tn
this pminm. However, there is no z_Joo to believe that be_z4W;restDmtion
by gdudlull, u clese:tbedin this pager, oouldnot be tq_lied to tspered-ro_,r
• bearinlps wldoh are manufactured from ouo-esrbur_ed steels.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
I
A Joint program was tmdertaken by the NASA Lewis Research Center and
the Army Aviatton Systems Commmt to restore by I_tndlqt thou m_ement
bearlnp which are currently being discarded at aircraft ens/ne and trmmm/eston
overhaul. Three bearing typea were seleoted from tim UH-1 helicopter eqpne
(T-53) and transmission for the pilot program. These beaxlnlpl were a 210-8tue
split-tuner-ring ball bearl_ aud • Ill-size eyltudrieal zoller bearbq mind on
the T-_3 enlitue compressor shaft, and a 7210-size _z_.contact ball bear,-
tug tz'Aplexset from the tmnemtsJion input pinion idufft. Groups of each of theae
bearings were visually and dimeuimudly inspected for suttsbfltty for restoration.
Restorable bearing yielcla were deto_ for each beartuli t_qpeon the buts of
beartneu (or sets) and on tbe basts of components (rtup and separators).
Fifty of each of the split-tuner ring _ bearl_ imd the cylindrloal roller
beartug and 50 _rlplex sets of the angular-contact tall beartug were restored.
The restoration tucluded regrtudlnK mcewjkye, platiq_ and relpdzdlW_ bores,
outside diameters, and faces, stripptuK snd replsting sot_retors, and install-
tug new oversize balls or rollers while matubdnl_ elearlmcm and extenml
geometries and tolerances in aecordance to original drawl_ specifications.
Endurance tests were performed on 30 of each Of the ths'ee t_ee of.restored
bearings to verify that they w Ill eattstactorfly operate at speed, load, and lubr/-
cation co,zdIUons typical of the respective applicat/on for a period of 1600 hours.
The beevings were subsequently disassembled and mmmluecl .to determine the suc-
cess of the restoration aud endurance tut proKram. The followi_ng reeults were
obtslned:
(1) No bearing failures occurred in the leO0 hour endurauce tests with all
three types of bearings which co_d be related to the zqmtoration by
process.
(2) The beart_ failures that oeourred, both due to defective roll(_a4iele-
ments, were typical of "tufant_' b[flureS which may oocur in new bearfalps.
C3)The restond)le comizment yield (rtsiP; and separators) was 96. I percent
for the spltt-tuner-rl_ ball beartM, 96.? pe_oe,_t for ffze cylindrical roller
bearing, and 91.6 percent for the trl_ex sn_..!ar_ contact bell bearing.
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• APPENDIX
' SPECIFICATION FOR RESTORING
, BEARIN(,M BY GRINDING
1. SCOPE
I. I S_..o.o.o.o.o.o.o._m. Th/s specification presents requirements for the restoration
by Srind ot mllinZ-elment bear/np.
1.2 Definitions. For purposes o! this specifioaMon, the follow_ ded_l-
t/one shallspply:
RolllnS-.elemant beari_ - A rolling-element bearing is a bearing having an
inner race, an outer race, and a plurality o! e/thor balls, cylindric1 milers,
crowned milers, or spherical rollers.
l_tollLN_-elemant - A rolling element is either a ball, a oylindrical roller,
or a spherical roller.
Cage or separator - A cage or separator separates positions and/or re-
tains the rolling elements between the inner and outer raceway.
Restoration - The process of grinding raceways and replacing rolling ele-
memts in accordance with this specification.
Vendor - Contractor or bidder for restoring by grinding.
Purchaser - U.S. Government or its agmzcies unless otherwise specified.
2. APPLICABL_ DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents shall form a part of this specification where
applicable to the extent specified herein. Unless a specific issue is specified,
the latest revision shall apply.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER*S DRAWINGSAND SPECIFICATIONS
AEROSPACE MATERIALS SPECIFICATION
AMS 6490 Steel Bars, Forginp and Tubing
4.0 CR-4.25 Mo-I.0V (0.77-0.85C)
Premium Bearing Quality,
Consumable Electrode Vacuum Melted
AMS 6444D Bars, Forging, and Mech. Tubing
1.45 Cr (0.98-1.10C) Premium
Bearing Quality, Consumable
Electrode Vacuum Melted
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tAM8 2410E PlatinipSllver, Nickel Strike,
HJsh Bake
-. AMS 2412E Plati_NpSflver, Copper Strike,
Low Bake
AMS 2406E Platt_-Chr0mium, Hard Deposit
AMS 2404A Platin_Nickel, Electrolese
• AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ASME Life Adjustment Factors for Ball and Roller Bearinp - An l_qfinee_g
Design Guide, 1971.
AI_ERICAN HATIONAL 3TAHDAB/_ IHSTITUTE
ANSI B46.1 Surface Texture
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS
ASTM El8 Rockwell Hardness and Rockwell
Superficial Hardness of
Metallic Material,
ASTM Ell2 Average Grain Size of Metals
MILITARY
MIL-B-19'/ Bearing, Rolling clement,
associated parts
3. REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Inst_ection
3.1.1 All bearings for restoring shall be inspected by vendor prior to re-
storing at vendor's place of business and at vendor's cost.
3.1.1.1 All inspection and test procedures shall be in accordance with ASTM
methods unless otherwise agreed upon by the vendor and the purchaser. Where
ASTM methods do not exist, the vasdor shall submit inspection and test proce-
durea to the purchaser for approval.
3.1.1.2 The vendor shall inform the purchaser of the test and inspection
procedures to be used. Once these procedures are established they shall not
be changed without prior approval in writing of the purchsser.
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3.1.2 All bearing components for restoring except the rollins elements shall
be visually, dimensionally, and hardness inspected in accordance with 3. I. I
hereinabove.
,_ 3.2 Re_ection,
3.2. I All bearing rollins elements shall be rejected without inspection.
3.2.2 CsSU or set_mtore not meet/nz ortsinal manufacturer's engineering
drawing dimensions or apeciflcat/ons or exhibiting gross wear shall be rejected.
All plating shall be removed from seperators prior to inspection.
3.2.3 All races havi_ n/elm, denW, or other damap on the raosway surface
extending to a depth greater than 0.00B inch and/or whose hardness does not con-
form to original man_factorer's en_neering dz_wlnf_ apecr_/cat/ons shell be re-
Jected.
3.2.4 Be_rinp which have beem previously subjected to restoration by
gr/nding shall be rejected.
y ter e
3,3,1 ALSIM-50 material supplied to this specification for relling elemente
shall conform to all requirements of Ab_ 6490 except as described in the follow-
ins paragrat_,
3,3,1,1 The AISI M-50 steel supplied to this epeoUtcaUon shall have the
following composition: 1
Carbon 0.80-0.85 Molybdenum 4.00-4.50
Silicon 0.15-0.35 Vanadium 0.90-1. I0
Phosphorous 0,10-0, 25 Nickel 0, ._.0max.
Sulfur 0.015 max. Cobalt 0.25 max.
Chromium 0.010 max. Tungsten 0.25 max.
3.3.2 A_I 52100 material supplied to this specification for rolIb_ elements
shall conform to all requirements of AMS 6444D exert as described in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.
3.3.3 Materials other than those o! parafmphe 8. _. I and 3.3.2 shall con-
form to applicable AM8 requiremeats. If, however, AM8 requirements do not I
exist for the material, the material shall con/otto t_ the or/stml bearing menu- t
lecturer's requirements. I
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- _ .'1.3.4 MelflJM Method - Material shall be produced by vacuum induction
melting followed by vacuum consumable electrode remelting. The vacuum c_n-
i sumable electrode remelting prooms shall be capable nf coMflttently producing
ingot that is _=Lform, yielding a billet fre6 from voLde and segregation, luelu-
t siotm shall not exceed the limits ot AMS 8490. The critical vacuum arc, con-
sumable electrode remelting process variables ohall be continuously mo_torsd
add recorded by the melter, and in the event that they 80 beyond the establ'shed
limits, in an isolated instance, that area of the tqiot 8hall not be used. The
established melting practices shall not be changed without infox'mlnlg the pair-
chaser and receiving approval in writl_ therefor.
3.4 Process Requirement,
3.4.1 All raw material shall be procured on]y from sources approved by _'
the purchaser.
2.4.2 Vendor may chrome or nLckel plate in accordance with the require-
manta of AMS 2406E or AMS 2404A, the bore surfat, ee of the inner rings and but-
side diameter surfaces of the outer rings, face surfaces, and race land surfaces
with an alloy to restore these surfaces to original di;nenslons.
2.4. $ Vendor shall grind and superfinish raceway surfaces and flang_ _ur-
faces on roller bearing race8 removing material from said surfaces to a c_epth
not lees than 0.002 inch nor more than the depth of maximum shear stress under
the maximum operations,, load conditions for the bearing. The vendor shall de-
fine the depth of maximum shear stress. The inner and outer raceways and
flanges shall be ground to equal depths.
3.4.4. Vendor shall install the correct number of new roiling elements in the
bearings.
3.4.4.1 New bails installed in the bearing shall have a diameter equal to the
original ball diameter plus twice the grinding depth specified in paragraph 3.4.3.
The orit;inal print IRC shall be maintained.
3.4.4.9. New rollers installed in the bearing shall have a diameter equal to
the original roller diameter plus twice the grinding depth specified in paragraph
3.4.3. The roller lenlph shall be equal to the original roller length plus twice
the grinding depth specified in paragraph 3.4.2. The original print IRC shall be
maintained.
3.4.4. $ Material Jot new balls or rollers to be installed in the bearings shall
conform to the specifications in paragraphs 3.3, 3.6, 3.7, and 4.
3.4.4.4 Whcre specified by the original boarlng manufacture, separators
shall be plated in accordance with AMS 2410 or AMS 2412 as applicable.
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3.4.5 Vendor shall in[orm the purchaser of all mantffactm'lng procmes
• and procedures and inspection and q_Uty control pro_ _ to pt_ziuoe
_ parts to this speclflcatton and tees/v© written approval from the purchaser
therefore. Once these pract/oes are establieh_-_l, they_ sh_l not be oha_pxl
1 without intormlq the purchaser, .and receJ_ p.,'lor _pFoval in writing from
- _ the purchaser therefor.
3.5 Furnished Part .Requirements3.5.1 H..!srdnees.-.All bearing milers and balls shall have an avenage
hardness of Rodmell C62 to e4. All hardness val_ms of these rolliq elements _]
,hall be in the range Rockw,ll CISl to e§.. Race hardness ,hall be ac(mrding ts 1
original bearing manuincturer's specification unteU otherwise q)_ff/ed by thepurchaser. 1
3.5.2 Dimensions and Toler--_ces - All dimensions and tolerances shall
be in accordance with orilOzal mentffacturer's engineering draw/rip and speci-
fications except as descr/bed in the following paragraphs.
3.5.2.1 All balls and roller dimensions shall be in accordance with para-
graph 3.4.4.
3.5.9.. 9. Inner raceways may have diameters less than original specifica-
tions by an amount equal to twice the grinding depth specified in paragraph
3.4.2.8. Outer raceways may have diameters greater than original specifi-
cation_ by an amount equal to twice the grinding depth specified in paragraph
3.4.3.
3.5.9.. 3 Raceway groove radius shall be modified to reflect larger ball
diameter while maintaining the same conformity as in the original specifica-
tions.
3.5.9..4 Width between flange surfaces of cylindrical roller bearings sl_all
be increased by an amount equal to twice the grinding d(._th specified in pare-
graph 3.4.9.. 3 where applicable.
3.5.9. .5 Internal radial and axial clearance, all other applicable internal
geometry, and roller-to-race end clearance as applicable, shall conform to
original b_ring manufacturer's specifications.
. 3.5. $ Surface Finish
3.5.3.1 The surface finish of balls shall be 9. microinches AA or better;
ball raceways shall be in accordance with OrtKtnal dpecffioations or better.
47
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$. 6.3.3 ._he surface finish of rollers shall be 6 mlcrelnch AA or belier
* on the O.D. and the mda.. Roller raceways shall be in accordance with orighral
. specifications or be_r.
$. S, 3.3 Raceway surfaoo _sh measurements shall be made in the axial
direction.
i 3.5.4 Retained Austenite - The retained austmit_ content shall not exceeds present as measured _aocordanoe with paraszw_ 4. a. l beretnb_ow.
s. e Tmcenbmt
3.6.1 VeBdor shall assign to each restored belriltll a nuln_r pz_ksd by
the letter "1_ and the vendors trade mark or symbol. Th/s nmnber shaliJ)e
marked on a face of each of the inner and cater moss.
3.6.9 Records shall be ms/nta_ed by the vendor to provide trsoesbili_
for each new part to tte correspond/_ heat treat lot, and heat of steel.
' 3.6.3 Records shall be maintained by vendor of all restored bear_NBs by
origL_al part number, restored bearing number, se_,al nm_er, and date of
sh/pment for a period of 16 years from the date of sh/pment.
3.7 Material Record Reqal .rem_nts
3. Y. I Materiel identificatim_ record shall be re_ by the bearing vendor
for 16 year's from the date of completion of the order. When requested by the
purchaser, the records shall be made ava/lable for delivery within three work-
tug days. This record shall include, as a minimum, the following information:
(a) Forging vendorts certificate of test, as applicable
(b) Purchase order number
(¢) Specific heat treatment cycle used (forger and/or bearing vendor)
(d) Numerical results of all reqtti_i tests and inspections
(e) Macro and micro examination test results
(f} Heat number
(g) This specification number, CLASS and revtsto/_ number
3.8 ,_us!ification Testin_
3.8.1 A lot o_ ball and relier bearings restored in accordlmce with this
specification, where applicable; shell be tested by the vendor at no cost to put-
. chaser to establ_h the reltablli_ of bea_ restored according tO the vemlor, s
manufactur/n_ processes and procedures used to produce parts to this speciti-
cation except as r_ted in paragraph 3.8.3 hereinbelow.
3.8.1.3 A lot of bear/_gs for qualification t_ting shall comprise not less
than a0 bearings.
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3.8.1.3 Test oondltlcns shall reasonably duplicate I/_s test rig those xnui-
mum speed, load and tompemture oondttions to wh/ob the beat_ Is attbJecLed
l in alr_Mt sppll_l_. Beari_ lubrication and h/ndcant sM be olm/iar tothat In.the_aircraft__on. T_ dum#on sl_ail be tho airomft TBO _me__l
or the bearing/.10 ]He calculated tn aooordsnce wl_ _ whid_
e_r be the slibrtent duration.
3.8. L 4 All bearinp in a lot shall run to the time speolfled in pa_
3.8.1.3 bereim_ove without failure in/he raceways or cap. Should ml_ bearing
or bearlNpJ fall by lubrication dtarvation bemuse.of tNt rig hkfiure, said bemrf_
or bearings shall be eliminated from the lot and other restored beart_ff subst/-
tuted in their place.
3.8. S Vendors Exempt from _J.S. i
3.8.2.10rish_ vmdor of pn0qposedbearings to be restorod are emmpt
from prov/aions of pamsmph $, 8. I but only to those speciflc_ bearinK part num-
bers which said vendor manufactured.
3.8.2.2 Vendors who have restored bear/up by gwfnd/s_ in accordance to
this specification and which bearings have been tested in accordm_e with para-
graph 3.8.1 inclusive shall be exempt from further tenti_ provid/_ the test
results mid documentation are made available to purchaser.
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 Genemt
4.1.1 All test procedures e0tcept as herein speslfled shall be in 8_oordance
w/th ASTM methods unless otherwise agreed upon by the vendor and the pur-
chaser in wrLting.
4.1.1.1 The vendor shalL inform the,purchaser of thstmst and inspection
procedures to be used. Once these procedures are Ntabllshed they shall not be
changed without prior approve1 of the-purchaser.
4.1.9 samples, representative of the shape and size of each torging and
which have been processed through all foz_Ing opemt/0n8 aloQs with the parts
they represent, shall be tested to Show oonformanoe to the requtromonts of this
. specification. The frequency and the number and types of tests shall be per-
formed to the requ/rement8 Of a Quality Control Plan approved by the purchaser.
4. I. 3 Finished parhs shall be periodically eut-up and teated to the require-
me_ts of this specification. The frequency of testing _ the number and t_0_e
of tests shall be performed to the requirmnehbs of a Quality Control Plan ap-
proved by the purchaser.
1
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4.2 Grain Size
4.2.1 Olsln size shall be determined per ASTM Ells on samples repre-
. senttng each heat treat lot of material. For referee tests, grain size shall be
determined by comparison of a fmllshed and etched specimem with the clmrt in
AS_M FAI2.
4. $ Retained Autenite
4.3.-1 Retaiaed ammmite sbalLbe detm_lned by x* ray dlffractl(m teehnklm_e
• _teu othez_se alloyed by the purchUer. If zm_hodB other th_ z.-a.ay dif-
fraction _m used, the method shall be oalibmtmi to emt show _t with
x-my diffraction mcasurememt.
4.4 Hardness
4.4.1 Hardness tests shall be conducted in accordance with ASTM El8.
4.5 Surface Ftnlsh
4.5.1 Ek_rfaeefinish shall be determined in accordance with ANSl B46.1.
5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 Packi_
5.1.1 All parts shall be s_tably packed in acoordance with MIL-B-19_ to
prevent damage or loss in shipmeat. (Class of preservation shall be specified
by vendor. )
_.2 Markin_
5. S. 1 Each shipment shall be legibly marked, as a minimum wflh the put_-
chase order number, manufacturerts name, part name, and part identification
numbers.
6. NOTES
6.1 Classification of Characteristics
CRITICAL: 3.2.3, 3.4.3, 3.4.4.1. 3.4.4.2, and 3.5.1
MAJOR: 3.5.2 and 2.5.3
MINOR: Allother paragraphs
5O
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TABLE I. - B_IUNG IDENTIFICATION AND SPECIFICATION
i
Smz',nS SXO-SUm_t,-Smmr XlX-SS_eSS_ •TSX6-m-,uS_
i_[ rtngball bearlall roller buz4_ oootaet ball bearl_! i
h
I Federal stOck $110,.72_-30_ $1!O-0q1_-4Sm _10s.tSf_-U0$I
number
Component part 1-$00-015-04 I._30@-176-03 201t-040--246-3
number (1-$00-176-04L
Tolerance ABEC-.5 RBEC-5 ABEC-§
contactansie zv° to30° ......... 25°
Bearing steel AISI 52100 AISI M-50 AISI M-60
Number of 14 16 (9-0) 15
_ottt_
elements
Cage Bronze Steel (bronze) Steel
material
Cage type One piece, One piece, one piece,
inner-land inner-land Inner-land
riding riding rlclmg
|.
I
J
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A' ...... " 'mlo-_o.pm-_m.r m.e,u,vi_m,lk,,_
-Ibs_]b,m_ _ __ mmma _ bi_
m m i i I
Number of b_rb_ Z60 131 O0
(or sets) for tn-
opecUoa
Number of bearinp 146 114 66
(or oeW) rutoz,..
able
Recto ruble bearlnj e. V 94.3 04. 0
yield, perc_t
Number of roetor- 442 351 701"
able components
Restorable oom- 98.2 96. '/ 91.6
portent yield,
percent
*_he 86 tx_plex Jets included V65 oompommm, 8inoo three belrl_lJ from two sets
were not returned from the overhaul depot for Lupoot/on.
5i
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TABLE IU. - ENDURANCE TEST CONDITIONS
• i
tins battbeez_S rone_belrtns oon_t _ beamS
_:_lle speod_. 1.'pro 24 000 34 000 6600
l_Ldlsll_md,Ib 0 I00 1906
Thrust load, ib 450 0 2564
Lubricant inlet 195_5 19&l_ 11X)_10
temperature, oF
Lubricant flow O.38_4). 043 0. _-0. M 3.1_0.3
rate, Spin
Sump capacity, 4 4 13
Sat
Number bearinKs 4 4 8
per sump
Lubricant chanKe 100 100 600
interval, hr
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CS-3m4
Rlum1. - fllllue cr_ menallqIntom k_usler,. FIl_ ?..-TII_ Milm Slallin Imutq
qOIL IN
OIL OUT
I iq_sreI led beamlot _i0 tile _plil-lnnerring MII bea¢Onys
$7
...... .....
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OILIN
LOADPLA_
LOADBOLT_ |[ARING
I"HRUSTLOAD
C[LL
OILOUT
RADIALLOA0
FkNre9. - I'¢_!heedfor7216-Slz*IoguW cil_tactRIIbmrins.
1
NASA-Lewlm
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lkn nd roller bear/np nZorod by _ were/aspoSod nd teMod in
•1"-5,3enz/noe and UH..I tzusmlss/muJ in t,eet calls M Oozpua ChrisU
', Depot (cc,,u)). _n ot the n,_ored beulnS8 include| nmdmmsmUve
i mapmuc tmmnS end vtsusl, laser _m_tsred I/sht sad somm/nz eleoU_ xn:t,_ro.-
scope tnbpeouaus revealmi th_ the re,mind _ surtr_es were oom;snd_e
to new beartnp. Tests in three euZfnes ud three tmIT4ss/ou to ttme periods
up to 150 sad 1800 hours, raspeotivoly, reveeled no wear or slmonnaLitles in the
restored bearings. All beartup from these teats wore in mmellmst cmdttim.
Implementat/co of a restont/on by gzqnd/ng prosz'lm for the Army at CCAD is
recommmded,c_
_ra
INTRODUCTION
A mJor concern Stein| Army aviat/on is the replacement cost cf compcMnt
parts such as roll/ng-elemmt bearinp. Rollh_dommt bearh_ ate desiped
for an eng/ne or transm/slion 8pplloat/_ llsod up(m the 8pplloat/_ dostgn lo_d
and the life and reLiabiLity ozpootod to assure l.oq term operation. Life for
these bear/rig8 are based upou a rolltng-elomon*, fatisuo criteria (re£. l). How-
ever. only 10 percent of the beSrtngs that are removed have Is/led from fat/sue
and are not reusable. The other bes.-'lnp which ale sonppod gonors/ly have
surface damage _ the raceways or the dimans/aM are not within prfnt. These
boa_ngs can account for as much as 60 peromt _ the beariap removed at over-
haul l/) Inost 08108 the potult/81 re_ _t_/SpltO l_e o_ those besr//lj_
many t/rues the accum_ bouts slresdy on the beamS. Currant _sh/ng
methods unfortunately cannot save thaso bmrfnp and M the same t/me ms/nta/n
the ro_lab/Lity roquir_ for avia_ou applications.
The NA/gA Lewis Rasearch Cantor _ to the ArnO' Aviation Systems
Command and the Corpus Christi Arm_ Depot • mmms to salvsse those bearings
which are currmtly bein_ scrapped by zrtndlng the rsosws_. This method was
bued upou basic research performed by the NASA snd others (rat. 2).
!
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: o Tk,_oostImptleatlmsatsucha proiram was appealing.Inaddition,the
- q
delivery time for _ tutored _ would be mq_ted to be from one- .I
: t thtrd to me-haM that for obtafntnZ new _. TI_ wont I_reatly uets_
CCAD lol_eflos.
_ 1 A pilot prc_pm.m to reetore bmt,,rlup by _ _ tuitl_ by the Army
" Avtatl(m Systems Commsnd (AVSCOM) in oo_c_lm with CCAD, the NASA
Lewis Remmzoh Canter, 8rid the Industrial Teotoatos, lno. (ITT) Beartug
I Dtvt_iou. The NASA Lewis R_ Center was to _ to the Arm_ the
] enj_metlq tnd took_ ooo_l_m nqdn_! to. _t the pl_1_e_
,_ AVBCOMwas to provide project maM4Pmmt aud mJamnoe tMtlng _ _
or/rate/ndmmT; m. wu to _dertake the _ mmorattou by _ fn
coNuncttou with CCAD; mzdCCAD was to furnish oan_djte bearlnp, post
i
restoration _on and qu&lifioation t_tll_ m em_Klnu8rid tmn_.
ndssim_. This paper de_oribee the work undertaims by CCAD snd the
resultS, thereof.
PILOT PROGRAM
In order to establish the technical and economic feasibility of rolling-
element bearing restoration by grinding a oontn_t was awarded htduetrlal
Tectonics, Inc. to emuntne 620 be&rlnp removed at overhaul from UH- 1
helicopter tmnsmlulous and ex_nN. These boaz4n_ which am deecrlbe_ in
detail in re_erenee _ comprise the _10-sLt_ spMt,-f_er-rtng ball bear/ng and
the lll-slse cylindrical roller boating which are l_O oomprossor front and rear
bearings, rospo_ttvely, ofthe 'I'-53 emKtuo, and the _21e-si_o anSula_o_taot
ball bearlnS triplex set from the tmnsmlssion/npu_ _ shaft.
Thirty sets of each bearfng tyPe which were roe_md by _ were sent
to the NASA for _ under AVSCOM ooeltra_ unds_ S_ field oondLtiou8
for • time of 1600 hours, lh/s time is the enf_no end ta,ansndulon TBO (ref. 2).
While a 8reat de41 of mt/stloal oonfldmoe ca I_ obtsLned from beswh t_;,
beartnl; mdur_.ce te_;, thesetear_oen_ eom_ atmulat_or dupl_mte
the aotua) engine or traMndulon d_mnflo and tbersmd omd_ona. Tberotore,
it was considered Important that a supplmn_tal and oon_plementaryprogram
be mdertaken by C CAD to test reprNmtative _ in a_msl enS/rm and
transm_sio_s to assure a IPreato_ de_p_m c_ o,mfldmoe. Tw_ty set_ of each
SToup_ remtoz_! bearfnip_were _mt to CCAD. Thoge bearfn_ ware from the
same produokion 1o_ u those smt to the NASA for e_urmsoe t_tJ_u_
Prior to testing the bearings in th_ reepe_tive ms_tnmssnd transmissions
and after visual inspection by CCAD, the three groups oomprfsing _0 bearing
6O
.
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• 1 weresubJec_c,edto ldvmoednondemru_ve t4etlnZt_nludqum,Im_hdlq __ ....................
,, bya hser oesm_red_ t_tndque.
i_ ThemsenoU._m _dn_tquewasusedtonandemU_ve!ydj4t_i"_:
suzlrsoerandouls_ t_,vm(__, m_dm._ldUn._ deals)In _he
t_ mstsr_t beb_ _xm_, m4 _m !m_ the e_dboe d t_s m_s_t_mh
_. a semsm_ mslmsttep_robe. Tlzepz,,c_x,_ mlp.mall_ _ __
_e ]_n,.-,ll_Vn_v._D,O_l,__ was_ tom_dem_wuve_l_r_ nm_cllu_
_/ as the ]?a._Is_n_ne_1. _he p reem _ reeUINud_ In the zsmsrway
lnfluenoes lhseemovemen_ and thus the sllp_l rooe_ved from the T,,z_be.
These besrlnp were. subqequentlF se_ to B]_F ]lndust_es. me. _)_rs crha_
_rtr_on of thebea_ suz_m_es!_ visual o_ee_ underm_?dfles_Lm
(x_O)mzlphotosn4plzledoou-_#on uUI_s sommlsql_ mlcrosoopT.
: Genendly,four _h&u,_rtsUoohuJflo_ton of _ lz_pdsz_ee &re
promLuen__ theru_orod_ _oewe_.
].. Suz_aoed_e_'url_ee
_.. Berstches
3. F_LshU_g damage
4. Pits
The term suz_a_e c__ is used to repreuat s_ _e of seversl eur_s_
dofeots wh/ch are _neraU7 q_Ite ssm_U.U_nantes madresult in a dlsz_/on in
theu-l_ suzlece.
O_hm:po_atl_lcle_eo_sthatwereal_t wereh_m z.emovalordlez_m
of the bl_0kozlch_coatds__ the73_,O-sise.m_q_oamta_ bee_bNps_fl_tcb
. were b],_,kmddecoated prior to sad subseq_mt _pz_mrat/ca_
A b_memlsummary of the results from the W,t/oustwpeot/a_ realm/.qms
for es_h of the bes_ng types iS preemted in _ ].. ]bspeoldon of the bUddng
r_vesled t_t.wtth Jew_ons ",=bmm_ were oompusbJs to
thoJeof newlx_'in_. Whilea orlt_rts re- besmiS :_ottm has _¢ been
=. esUtblL_ned, eLx eJu0hof the 210-sLse s_U_UUmr-_I_ bad/_ sad aim ill-
' else oytlndrtcaln_llerI_ _ e_ted the bUrNt Sndmost Seri_
_- ,_ numberc_ d_eot_ were _osen for tnaz'ldousad t_ la tho T-_
.t
I Three t_plex sets of the ?_.Ze-aise ssqp_omt_ok I_ _ were seh_taKt &
t for result in the UH-l helloqXer tram_mlsaion.
- 61 '
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i ENGINE AND TRAImMIBION TESTINGa
m
- / _i llelicopter Trsusmiulou
!! .................. uuuu.i_ theuu- heUo i. ruu u ,mmau 140oslip
I from the enztne. Input _ed_s_fL_m with en mlput speed 8_ the roto_ d
3s4 enUULepWauZ ,40°
leo ° F with an oll,-ou_ te_e of 8pproz/maUd,y800° F. .......
The tzansm/ssLon hs _ d/z_ot1_ ahead of the _ xnd is
by P_1on iso_ mounte om_ mq_o:t. The unit is couplod to the
ennfne thzou_ a eho_ clz_e shaft, n provlb dlqvo _ ohnsqp end ipwd
re_fons, through a tx_cof _pfm! bevel f_eer8 and a two mm4_epkMtn_ to
drive the main z_or mast. A free wt_el olut_h in the tnput drive quill ooumlf_
dieenP4Pa to tUow main rotor and sear train to twin f_eely when the esq_e to
stopped or is ldlins below z_or driving speed, u in m_o-rotatiomd dare,end.
. The triplex set of '_216-si_e an_oontiu_ ball _ are snmmtod ms
_he input bevel gear pinion shzft. The buz_up rotate st • speed of MOOrpn_
The set is loaded with a 81VS-pound rad_ and a 4SY4-thrust load at 1260 HP
take-off power. The first two boarinf_ in the triplex set are proloadod with a
50 pound axial load. The third besting on the set i8 match _ronnd with a 470
pound _tsl preload.
T-63 Enn_ne
The T-68 SUnturbine e_sine is a free twrblne type power plant cmveloped
for use in rotary wink a/ronft. The e_glne consio_l of in inlet seoUon, com-
pressor secCton, _ffuser 8eotion, combuetioSz and mdmust 8eoUon. All oeotions
are desiSned so as to tnolude an 8nnul_ flow l_th fox' the _ir or hot 8B4_. The
sections are stru_ intordepmdmL The_ _ppo_ 811 Intezsud _
terns and provide a_tachins cepebiltttoo for e_tne requi_ed atozs_ oompao_ta
and limited 8drfntme acce_orfms.
; The euj/ne is rated at 1400 8HP. The oomprouor operates at _4 000 rpm
and the power turbine at 21 000 11rm. The power _ spood is roduced thl_q_h
a 3._:_ sear box to a speed of e800
The $10-8ise split-inner-rln_ _ bearl_ is tho fro_ oompreosor shaft
bearing. The lozd ou the t_ _4r Is _pp_metel_ 400 puund mdsd 1oral. The
oil-in temperatnre is _ _lY _)0 ° F with an ofl-ou_ tempemtu_ e(204) °
to _)0 ° F.
The lll-sile cyl/ndrioal rol/er _ [8 Ioosted Outhe compreUo_ rear
shaft. The rsdlal loads on t_e bearing are nomlnal and ma/_y ckle to unlmlanoes
, 62
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due to urodymm_ loads. The oil-in tem__ is sppreximate_ 200° F and
•
I theorient zrmu'ts:y 890° F.
l R_ULT8 AND D_INeK_
t
I ' En ae Tests
4
1 •Two roe_red 210-size 8pl_inner ring ball _ and two l_m_orod 111-
size cylindrical reD6=._ were tes_d in a TI_*LISB eeq_e.. _e boari_
, positiou were as follows:
| ---.
Engine poeiti_ Bearing dNiMudion
number
i
1 BJlI_Zl0 size
2 Bone:- 111 size
3 Rollez_ 121 size
' 4 Ball-210 sims
This engine had several test items installed, bu_ none were integral to the
oil system and failure would not have affected the bearing. The engit!e was in-
stalled in CCAD Test Cell No. 5 and a standard production nm performed
4 Ap_l 1976. The emgine.produoed military raf_l power at' 100..4'pmreont HI
rpm at 1106° F exhaust gas temperature rege_Tedtostandardday omzdlflcns.
The bearing scavenger tempereture o_ the No. 2 besting peoiu_e m 325° F
and the amavengor from the No. 4 bearing was 337° F with an oil i_et tempera-
ture.of 196° F and a 66° F aml_ont tomperatu_e:at_miiZ_ rW_t euj_ne power:
The actual test began on V April 1975 and was rim on a two-shl_ basLe mtil
completion on 21 April 1975. The quaUfica_ton test was coaducted in aooordmnce
with Lycomlng Teet Spec XT8313.4. lB. This te_ requires 150 hours of test
which accumulates an actual run time of 178 hours. The 178 hours includes a
standard produoflon run before and after the test.
A spectrographic oil analysis was talum each e-hovr-teat cycle. There
. were no unusual metal contamination during the tNt and no unmmal problems
otlierwiSe during the test.
The initial vibration level of the enjin6 was well within the specifications.
The vibraticez after-test during the final productiaa run was well Within specified
limits. The coutdown time of the first pfwduotion run wM 61.0 semmds sad on
t_e final production ruff m 63.9 seoondS. The soavmger 041temperatures at
the md of the test were the same as the beglna/ag product/on run with o41 lalst at
104° F and an t_mblent temperature of 820 F st _ilitary rated power.
63
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A seccud enKImstest was run-with four a_re roM41Tod_ with a sec_d
1 TSa- 1,13B enpe. This eqine p_oduood mimicry rated l_smr st 99. ? percent NI!
i rpm with a 1052° F exhaust, Jaw tempolSd_ 15farted to sL_ day oeoditLons.
! t The oil temperature and _dbraUon readings we_o within specifications at tJ_obe-
" t gtnnlnK and cud of test run. q_ls tost was also cond_ln.s_oordanoe with
_ t LyeommS Test 81_c XTSSla. 4. IB and no uummal problems-wens noted.A third enzlne was run Jn Test CoU No, 4 with four more restored bearings.
"' The.beB/ln_ndnz prod&teflonlr_ was lnnaiKleSt MiLy 19f]S. The engine,_ lnnil1-,
-: tam ratedpowerat zoo.zpercentm rpmmxto44° F".oSauJt.pJ rm
L: at standard day condit/ena. The oil-out_temporature forffte ro11_ bea_dnp was
3'tO° F and for the pOwer twrblne bearinss 342 O F. The ofl_/nlgt tempe___mturew__u__
• 1980 F at an ambient temperature of ?'t° F.
The engine was removed from the test ooll and reinstalled in Test Cell No. 5
I on 2 June 1975. The qualification f_st was conducted bLaooord_ce with LyeominK
Test Spec XT8313.4. lB. This test requires 150 hours of test time which came i
• silt 178:45 total engine running time. This includes a before- and after-standard
production test r.nd 161 engine start-and-stop cycles. A spectrographic oil analy-
sis was run by the laboratory with a sample bedug taken each day. A vibration at
flight idle (F/l) increased until ft was de-.ided to d/se_/nuc the test after 74 hours.
The enlLue oil filter andthe test cell filter were mm_ed. The filters con- i
taLned metal traces. The oil sample also hsd t hish St,mr c_ent.
The en_ne was d/saesemblod and the bvamp/n_d wlth no d/screpancies
found. The bearings showed no signs of dama_. The par box and the reduction J
gears were inspected with no signs of failure. The cosine was reassembled and i
1
the test resumed. The high vibration problem was a0rr0eted, but as the test pro-
greased, the vibration level at F/! lnOressod until the oompletl_ of the test when !
it was near the maximum limits allowed. InSlWC_iCmM the bearings after-cast re-
reeled no wear or damage.
The testing was performed on a two-shift basis 1tutti Oompleted on 18 July
1975. No Other unusual problems occurred dsri_ the test. The o_ly d_ecrepac-
ties noted were an oll leak on the starter drive shaft and the fuel oo_tnol d_ive
shaft.
Tile oil-out temperature was aN ° F for tSe 1_11_ bensqnp end _0',_° F for
the turbine beaz.lnp. The oil inlet temperature was 191° F at an arnSle_ temper-
ature of 0S° F. The eoastduwn time at the bostnainJ _r _e _ m Sa' 0 __
and 64"S SeOenda after completion of the test. In all tests reported the bearinp
were tn excellent condition.
1 64
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Trsnsm/asl_ Tests
' 1_6. _on_M_s_mmulsm_ssMS_Ulmal_ aal_
pn:aled theL.Imomtql_ TestSm_eoXTSS_.4.111/ne,-hmn,_Imm.
_ _m_ wasfor __e totaltime__ _U_ i
stalled._ Thls test was run leO0 home total time wtlo_. _Ix_M_ _ oom-
pleted. /nspeetim:revealed no ezommve wmtrmd no dBos'nmli#m ,wen not_
dm¢_ te_
GMRAL C_)]_/EI_'/M
The restored beartnSs selected for these.tests wore those with _he iarE_t
number of defects and more ser/Ous had/cat/o_ from the b_el/M _on
It was eonoluded from these tests that the restored _ petered! In a h_hl_
satisfactorily manner. It is rooommonded that tim toclmiqu_ of roatoretio_ by
Stdndlng be qualified for up.eby the _rm3v to reoovor m_ _ald_ would otherwise
be eempped. K is further _euded that tho _m of rem_a'lff_m by
be implemented it CCAD. A speo/f/cst/oo for rastoratk_ by _ of Aa'my
_l,_rs_t. l_m,rinSJ ohould be developod and sdqpt4d I_ the Army. tt i| further
reoommendedthat the ren.dnln_ betrtnip be installedin eqOnu andte_ be
continued at the Army Test Board, Fort Ruc_r, &ialmm_.
ff'iMMARY OF RESULTS
, A program to inspeet beartn_ restored by _ si_ subl(kqwmtlii&t:,rut
the m_oro¢i boarhap ha actual enKinoi ud trsngmtlsi_xw m psz_rmod. In-
spe_s includedn(_destruottve mNinetioteed4n8mdvtmml_laser NWSemd
liKht, and _ eleotr_ aniOresoopeIMlm_m. En_t_ end tm_m/|slm
test/n8 widi the rNtored t_earlnp _ore i_rfonmsd in CCADteat odle _ 8irrad-
Iatedflljht profiles with the T6_-LI3B el/no am/the U_.,,i ms/n tmilm/sM_
Three enStue test_ were porformod with • all.eliot Jot _ m_red beutnp on
t_e _mpreuor shaft for ee_h rut. Three tnmnd_i_ tom _mmporfonned
with a dlffersmt bet of restored boarinp Ins_dl_ o_ the _ plnioa _ fo_
each test, All bearhap were dl|J.Jsomblod mad IMpeo/mi at the end (_ tho esqllne
Jmdtr_msndasion tests. The follmvi_g rerulta were
. . .. •
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z. Pretest tnspe_um _ z0 oeO _ bearlnp reetored by _/nd/csted
the _i rxcewa_ were __ to now bump.
_p _ in _ree m_m tom for_Unto_mb tn mmm d 1M _t_s
t mw_ revm_ mm_mt cm_Uon _ _ _ s_mm.
_ _JJ|l i_ to b _odJ to 1_00 holY8 ZMv_ no 81_vo i td N
i s_rmafifles _ _e b_p.
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TABLE 1. - SUMMARYOF I_PECTION OF RESTOREDBEAR_G8
o,
BY GRINDING
|
i I
J Bea_nK type and _ _ probglblol_osuhu_Uos u d_e_modnumber inapecte b_ _loua inspooflou meUmda, p_l_t
i I J pJ
l_8nefio Bazkhaumn Laser _0 CCAD
_r_u_ _iso i sc_tl_md _O_ v_ml
b_uon aSbt s_pe
t
210-Size spli_ inner- rink 55 76 06 10_ 58
besz_Z (_0bestS5)
i. i I I
Ill-BiN cyltnd_lcal roller 85 45 8B 95 18
t_er_ns (_ _ar_p)
I
_2l_-8iso mallula_ _ Z8 _ VV 0J 0
b_l bee_nz (eobeartap;
so triplex mu)
I ] I n
!
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.,' MI_ROECONO_flCANAL_'_ISOF MILITARY
AIRCRAFT BEARmG RESTORATIDN
by Gezsdd F. Hsin
• National Aeronm_ce and 8pace Admimtratlon
Levis Research Center
Clevel_d, Ohio 44185
, ABSTRACT
_._ "
t The risk and cost ofa beaz_Lugrestoration by grinding pl_un was
_ analyzed. A microeconomic impact analysis wlus performed. The annual
t cost savings to U.S. Army aviation is appr_ely $950,000.00 for
three engines and three transmissionS. T_ equal wdue over amindefi-
nite life is approzimately ten million dollars. The annualcost savinp
for U.8. Air Force enghfeiJ is _matel_ $ 815, 000. 00 _th a capital
value of approximately 3.1 million d011ars. :The pi_gram Wilt result in
the government obtaining bearings at lower costs st equivalent reliabiUty.
The bearing industry can recover lost 'profits durl_ a period of reduced
demand and higher costs.
INTRODUCTION
e
Roller- and ball bearini; ratline failures account for sq_3a'c_.,Unsd.ely
ten percent of 8tl beazt_ f_ureS. The remaining 90 percent may be
attributed to a variety of causes related to manufP_:tur_ flame, human
error or the effects of dirt end corrosion. 17nlike fstlgUe _me,
other causes of failure are not subject to a t_tsble 8nslyUeal pr_e-
i
dure for failure prediction (reg. 1).
Those boarinp removed for reUous other than fatlgue failure
consist primarily of component failures which affect the tntqrity of
the beeu_8 and cousequoutly the tutqrity of the sirCrsft. In order to
minimise risk, a subjective Judemont is merle to remove the bearing
67
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aand replace it. The usual procedure is to remove bearisq_ dm'ing
overhul or other work on oqin_ or tnumiseZp cleJz ad vJzally
inspect them for defects and dimensional conformance to print. 8ince
moat bearings are not disassembled during this oper_ it there is
anydout rqardSr thebear is
A-L_lotprogram was undertaken by the AVSCOMstudNASA in con-
Junctionwith industrial Tectonics, Ino. to estlblish-t_ restorable yield
of beat_ which would be candidates for re_ b7 grindl_ (refs. 1
and 2). Using statistics obtained from the Corpus Christi Army Depot
for a three month, period in 19'/2 for the UH-1 helicopter_ out of 4212
rolling-element bearings which were.removed and discarded M o_rhaul
for a calendar quarter it was probabl e that 90 percent or $V92 could be
j recovered through restoration by grinding. Eztr_polating these staffs-
- tics, it was further speculated that _ataly one-is_ m_. denars
a year could be saved by Army s_.through bea_ ref_rli m by
srindi_ (ref. 2). Auuml_ for purpoNs of d_tdm_ that a 90 percent
recovery can be accomplished, the risk and cost _ euch a pro_
must be analyzed.
In addition to the above, consideration should be given to the micro-
economic impact of bearing restoration upon the bearing mark_. In
the event that there is little impact upon the market, and little or no risk
of using restored bearings, then a bearing restoration program would
offer the government a significant cost uving_ over replacement of new
bearings. If any of the areas produce adverse oonnoquoncOs_ restoration
still cannot be rejected, but the analysis to detormine-overzLL value be-
conies considerably more complicated. In this paper, in atten_pt vLll
be made to determine oversdl value, risks and Costa 8UJooclJ_edwith a
beaz_ restoration program.
PI_OCEDUI_
The bearing restoration procedure is nearly the same procedure
as the manufacturing of new bearinp ezcept tlua much of the work has
already been performed. The process couatflutU qppruzimstely the
68
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•i last 30 percat o_ the total operafloM required to make a new bearing.
, Of considerableotgntfl_ssee i8 the fact that thl8 portionof the lWor,e_
_ is the leant capital inteanive sines moot of the forod_ has been dmse
i,/ andmotertsl replacement is confined to ball Or roller elemeats. One
i- _ manufs_urer'e process (rof. 3) cansiots of a Srindl_ opm.sUon on the
. outer dizal_er_ bore_ land, facep sad race. Bo_oJ add ODtlJIt.,,eel'erred
'_qr. _d either thin ntckel or clwome plated to reotore them to o_ print
_ dimensions or salvq;e dimenslonJ. Inner and outer raceway8 sze re-
_!__ ground to a degth of 0.003 in. per surface, sines the race ndfl are
_,:, balls 0.004 in. _r in diameter (rof.-3). The effective race cmwa-
• ture is identical to o_ dimensions within slfnfficant mothemotical
"r V_O " Although the bearl_ contains oversized balls and raceway curva-
tures, the geometry ot the bearing is unchanged and so the stress level
and estimated life will be LdentLcalto the ortl_ai bearing. A similar
•- reotoratLon procedure applies to roller bearfnp (ref. 3).
The restored bearing contains new rollins elements such
as balls or rollers. An advantage of rogrinding the raceways is that
any tnciptent spans or cracks wLllbe uncovered; in such cases the part
will be scrapped.
i The final aspect of the proceder¢ is that it requires an economic
lot size production run because of th,h set-up cost which is abou_ $600.
Although _me man.lecturers consider the mhdmmn economLc lot ndze
" to be about 500 bearings, the set u_ cost per bearing will So from $1 to
-. $5 if only 100 bearin_ are restored in a single lot. For It50 OEM
i bear_, the $5 per bearing set-up cost may be enough to rer_der res-
• tOrafl0n uneconomical, but for a $900 OEM hearing, the cherie may
not be elgnificanL. At tide point an sseumption will be made: it is
• assum_l that each bearing federal otock nt_mberwill constitute one
potential production lot. That is, the geometry and other characteristics
of a beartn_ are uniquely a_cified by a federal otock tmmber. As a
result, Ltis not p.Hlble to combine varlo-,_ bearing types to produce
Sneconomic lot size.
" 69
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In order to conduct a rest_rattms pro_am, it vould be necessary
to establish several inventory policy changes. Addttims_Ay, it would be
necessary to conduct aunual analyses and reviews to ensure tl_ bearing
types se_ for the _ &rebeing uedJa sufficimt quaSt_ to
maintain qualifieatims for the PrOSr!m. Furtlte_, emaJb_ should
t be continually given to qualify other bearing types should In'tee or quen-
t_7changeswarra_ their_ inthe_. The revlewand
ana_stsshould be cond,zted .by s cenmd _ wher_ eom_ rec-
ordsof bearing commmptton are m_tlsble.
The review and smsd_sis ido_y should be _ mo -stageproceso; the ,
first stase would consist of a rou_ screening _ev and the second, a
detailed cost review.
i The rough screening review should consist of two criteria; these
being price and quantity. The simplest _ &re: if the besrlnS cost
aceeds $50 OEM price and asmual rephtcement Is peater than lO0
bearings, the bearing puns the rouah _r_ to become a can_d_e
for z detailed analysis. Anotheruseful criterion wouldbe: H the demsmd-
price productexceeds$§000 per year, the beax.i_ shouldbe s candidate
for a detaAled anzlysfa.
For the bearings passing the rough screening, the detaflod 8nalysts
would require the following information for each bearing:
Federal Stock Number
Annual requirements for replacement i
Technical Data
Bearing Drawing
"i
Use
Restoration tolerances
This information should t_,onbe sent to potential vendors witha i
request for quot_ton _" prices which should include !
Unit price for 60 percont return t
Unit price for VOpercent return i
Unit price for 80 imrcmst return
Unit price for 90 percent return t
• I
!
7O t
Ij
The RFQ should stipulate that the quotes includea guaranteethatthe
maaufacturerwill restorea specifiedfractioaogtherejectedbeaz_
.. or incur a penalty. An sample of such a pe_ where the fraction
restored is leu than the guaranteed return is,
_ _ (1.36)X(Guaranteed fraction return minuq, actual fraction retum)x
( (number of bearings shipped to vendor)x{Preva11_ scrap price)! •
In this case, the vendor is required to pay _rap value phm |B percent
for the difference between his goaranteed rate. of restorafloa and the yon-
i- dor'sactualperfonnsnce. Also, the vendorwfllbe rliulNd topaT the
:_ prevailing scrap price on (I - Guaranteed Fraction) of the bearings
shipped to the vendor. Moreover, the unit price per bearing paid by the td
government would be equal to the lowest unit priee ¢g the quoted paten- ,4
teed returns. After quotations are returned, tim opldmal relp4aeemea_
" policy, can be determined by selecting the minimum cost for each bearing .i
type using the expression 1
, For a given i
Mm J,
such that
TC(t, J, GFijk) = NL_GFIjk x UPijk) - (1 - GFijk)(SV t)
i
, +(1+oF)lSc) +(x- OF)(OMPi)f
h
1 + (I - GFijk)(OEMI_C i
J where
' ! 1 bearing type
, | vendor
k g,mranteed fraction index (0.6, O. 7, O. 8, O.9)
I TC(i, J, GFI| k) total cost of Nplacement for tmari_ type i, using
vendor J with a ftuaranteed return rate k
! 71
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t Ni nmnber of besa'ispoGtype i tobe shipped to vender
: GFi_k _eed fra_iem retrain M type i from vend_ J with
t UPij k quoted price of re.otis, one unit _ i from vendor J withparmmml fmell_ k
SVi prevailing _lvap _ of beaz_L_ type i
i SC_j mev_ _ corn
t OEMPi orisinal equipmentvenderunttprice for bearis_ type i
OEMPSC i shipping cost for one new b_sa'i_ type i
This optimisation procedm_ will yield the minimumcost polio7for
each beari_ type. A sensitivity Imslysis I_0tdd e,lso be performed by
varying the fraction returned and including t_e pemdty ftm_ to deter-
mine the sensitivity of not meeting the vendor e_pected prformlmce. In
the event that the vendor exceeds promised performence, there slm_ld
be no extra incentive because the vendor will be benefiting directly since
the vendor is paid for each unit and the _mmzment will benefit from a
lower than expected total cost.
COST EFFECTIVENE_ ANALYIB
A partial _ of annual beariug demend was obtatmd from the
Army Aviation Systems Commend. This Ltsttug included current prices
andannualdemendfor the following
ENGINE TBAI_MIBmON
T55 UH-I
T§5 CH-47
"I'63 OH-§8
Data on certain prices in effect in 19_ were also available. Table I
is a comparison of these coats. Aithoush the nmple is very small ar_t
L probably not statistically sdequms, the tneorumflms provided is worthy
I 72
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special note. During the period 199_to 1976, the 17.B. ecouomywss
subjectedto a rather severe c_ of demisl-lSll Infhtion. _ re_
i of such inflsi_n are that general price levels rise because the demand
1 for 8oodeandservices encoedethe supplyavailable st ezistsnzpricesi
(ref. 3)o _r consequence is that there are long de18_ _r Iikks-
t trial and commercial deliveries and large backlogs in mmmt_turlng
t plants. The bachiop m_y still be present in the bearinl_ tndest_ for
some bearing types, but the large price incmuee are ccesptcu0usbY
i their absence. Reference will be made to tide point siPdn.
i An analysis was cox_lucted using the amnml demand data from
] AVSCOM. The data are only for the three Army enl_ms and trans-
missions cited above. Tables 2 and $ show the stock numbers, annual •
demand, OEM price and estimated restoration price for all bearisq_ in
the data set which pass the rough screen test criterion of demand - OEM
price product > $5000 per year. Table 4 is a comparison of cost dif-
ferences between OEM replacement and a 0.90 fraction (90 percent)
programs. The total cost savings of the 0.90 restoration program 18
approximately $950,000 for one year for the throe engines and three
transmissions in the data set. If OEM demand cost for bearings is rel-
atively _ble despite fluctuations in actual demand for 8peeiflc types,
then a -_ _.vely constant uvinp can be accomplished through bearing
restorer:. This value will be appro_mstely one million dollars per
year. The capital value over rn indefinite life of such a program is
approximately ten millioa dollars for the three eni_nee and three trans-
missions included in this analysis.
A similar analysis was performed using data supplied by the U.S.
Air Force MATP in Oklahoma City. These data appear in tables § and 6.
The annual cost savtnp ofbearing restoration for the Air Force eni_s
would amount to approzimately $318,000.00. The capital value over
an indefinite life of such a program is approzimstely 3.1 mill/ms dollars.
73
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" RIBK AND UNCERTAINTY
t In the previous section, cost quotes by a single bearing man_aeturer
,_ were used to compare the cost-effecflveneas of restoration with the put-
chase of new bearings. The prices are sufficiently conservative vherebF
t it would not be generally expected that these prices would be exceededA
I in a competeUve procurement. Therefore, the co_ savings _soctated
with the price quotations would generally be more than may be
achieved.
The major risk and uncertainty associated with the process is the
reliability of restored bearings and the yield of production runs. It wasI
assumed that a 90 percent yield could be achieved. Therefore, _.he cost-
effectiveness analysis was performed using a O. 90 fractional _ield. This
buic usumption is supported by. the inspection of 529 bear,'ugs comprising
three bearing types from the UH-1 helicopter (refs,1 and 2). The lnapec-
tion results indicated a potential yield rate which e_ceeded 90 percent
which supports the assumption used herein. AdditionaI inspection data
should be obtained in order to establish the co'dfldence of the yield rate
for other bearings and bearing applications.
Based upon the endurance testing reported in referer, ce 1 for the
three bearing types discussed above, the reliability of the restored bear-
Lugs appears to be very similar to that of new bearings. On the basis
of these results the risk and uncertainty associated with the reliability
of restored bearings are no greater than those associated with new bear-
Lugs. Further testing of restored bearings from other vendors should
be conducted to establish the confidence of this conclusion for other res-
toration by grtndint; methods.
I If one aamines the failure rate u a function of time, experienceshould be similar to graph in figure 1. The population will initially|
! exhibit a high failure rate if it contains some proportion of substandard,
I
weak specimens (ref. 4). Aq these components fall, the failure rate de-
creases rapidly during the burn-iu or debugging period and stabilizes to
an approximately constant value. D_ring the useful life period, the failure
, rate Is at its lowest level. When the components reach the life Tw, iq
t
74 _
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: _ wearout becomes noticeable and from that time, the failure rate in-
i_ t creases rapidly. The w_rk of reference 1 indicates that such a "bathtub
.: j_ ! function" may be applicable to restored bearin4ps.
'_ i " It is noteworthy that the only two failures which occurred out of the
" ! 90 bearings tested were attributed to the new rolling etements. These
-_ I would have also failed in new bearings. The reli_llity of the bearing
- _ itself may be greater than that of new bearinp because of the probable
I elimination of infant mortality of the restored bearing raceways. Such
q
_:_i_i, a tentative conclusion should be reinforced with additional test_ of other
_ restored bearings.
i_ MICROECONOMICS OF BEARING INDL_TRY
The effect of implementing a bearing restoration program will
primarily be a doubling of the useful life of appr_dma_iy 90 pe,'cent of
engine and transmission bearings in the program. An obvious question
is what effect such a program will have upon the bearing industry. To
answer such a question, it is necessary to delve into the microeconomics
of the bearing industry. A key to answering the question lies in the be-
havior of prices over the period of the last severv.l years.
From 1972 to 1976, the economics of the west were pla_od with
double digit demand-pull inflation. Increase_ in aggregate demand
caused rapid price increases as the industrial sector approached maxi-
mum production levels. However, as noted previously in the sm_l
sample comparison, pric_s of bearings increased an average 2 _::.cent
annually. Several factors could account for such anomolou8 stabia,Ly.
If demand for bearings waa lower than capacity, this situation might pos-
sibly dampen price increases because of competition and because there
would be little need for capital expansion.
During this period (1972-1976) there was a gradual withdrawal
from Vietnam. Therefore a decreased demand for bearings ld pllumible.
Over _ period of a couple of years, ff costs were stab._.e and demand de-
creased, there would be increased competition and ,_ tendency *') reduce
1 profits for the sake of optimizing production costs. Such a ce,.,clusion/
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results from an mamlnation of total production costs u a function M
production rate. The elements of total cost are the total fixed costa of
a facilUT and the total _Is costs. Fixed costs are incurred fromt
expenses for depreciation, ismm, utilities, and other indirect expenses.
Variablecosts are incurred from labor and materials. Total costs (TC),i
' total variable costs (TVC) end total fixed costs (TFC) are depicted u a
! " function of __n rate (units per time unit) in ftlpzre 2.
In addition to these co_s there is average coat (AC) uhich is total
cost divided by the production rate. Average variable cog (AVC) is thei total variable cost divided by the production rate; average fixed cost (AFC)
is the total fixed cost divided by the production rate. if the rate of pro-
ductton is increased and fixed cost is a constant, then the AFC will de-
t crease. The TVC has a tendency to increase rapidly as production is
t started, but will tend to level off to some extent as the optimal plant ,capacity is approached. When this point is exceeded, it will be necemmry
to add !abor in the form of overtime or additional personnel and material
costs will h_ve a tendency to increase. The net effect is that there will
be a point of int_._ctton in the TVC function. Up to this point, AFC and
AVC have been dec_easing. Tlius, the marginal cost (MC), which is the
incremental cost of inc_euing the production rate by one unit, has also
been decreasing.
Up to this point, the MC has been deereasini_ at a more rapid rate
than AC an_ So it is economical to increase production. However, as
MC begins to increue, there will be a point at which MC and AC are
equal, it will not be economical to prodUce beyond this point over a
long period because this will have a tendency to raise long run average
costs. Simultaneously, production rates below the MC equal AC point
will have _ttendency to also increase long run average costs. Since it
is desirable to operate near this point where ACequal MC, it may often
pay to absorb some increased costs rather then to tolerate a decreased
production rate. This is because these increases will have a tendency
I to increase the optimal pz.oduction rate which will further increase the
difference between the market demand rate and the optimal production
rate.
76
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If there is a marked reductims of demand in an industry, the impll-
cations of the precedinS dlscunloa are that a mmmfacturm" will l_ave a
t tendency to decrease prices and forgo some profits in order to main-s
than a production rate which minimises the average unit cost. But, durf_
the period of h_sized demand.decrease, prices for he&fly all other
' things were increasing rapidly. During such a period the reduced mar-
t ket industries _ have to pass through some price increases, but
these increases are most _ to lag the economy as a whole.
The net effect of deereaseddemmad is depleted in figure 3 for the
time points TI, T2, T3, mid T4. The slope of the price line reflects
a tendency for prices ta increase over time. When demand slackens
at T2, the industry will reduce prices tG Some extent _ demand is
stabilized at T4. If prices were increasing .dramatically in the over-
all economy and demand for a particular item alacitened, the net effects
would be to damper the ra_e of price increase for the item in question.
As the industry demand stabillP.ed, there wou_d then be a tendency to
increase prices rapidly until some lost profits were recaptured. But
production rate is still down from previous levels and so the price must
be increased over what would have been ff the demand had not slackened
(T5). Gradually prices will stabilize at T6, which is a level necessary
to maintain previous profits.
This scenario seems to be what has happened in the bearing industry
with the present time line corresponding to something between T4 and
T5 in figure 3 ff one deflates bearing prices at the same rate as for
the overall economy from 1972 to 1976. If no other economic changes
occur in the i)earings industry economy, there should be a round of price
increases coming for the industry in late 1976 or 1977. These increases i
may be mitigated to some extent by the lack of a need for capital ezpan-
sion. As depreciation costs decrease in a depressed market, profits can
be mainta/ned to some extent, i
If a bearing restoration program were implemented, the effects
would be to reduce demand. This reduction could possibly coincide with I1
the predicted price increased for late 1976 or early 1977. The net effect iJ
will be to dampen the magnitude of the increases. But eventually, the I
increases will come. i|i
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, The total effect seem by the Army Aviation will be a net reduction
in bearing expenses because of the extended life of the restored bmm_s. _
To predict within an acceptable range of uncertainty, however, would
, require ,us extensive data IPtthering task and a moro comprehensive
analysis than was presented herein.
4
1 GDTH_JkL COMMENTS
A process of bearing restoration by grinding has been compared
i with new replacement of rejected beartnp for three engines s:nd three
, transmissions used in military helicopters. The cost advantages of
using restored bearinss is vory significant compared to use of new
bearings. The risk and uncertainty associated with using restored bear-
inks appear to be no greater than with the use of new bearings.
A cursory analysis of the microeconomics of the bearing industry
established a tentative hypothesis that the industry is being squeezed
J
because of reduced demand and higher costs. The implication is that
the industry might well be expected to raise prices in the near future.
The effect of a bearing refurbishment program would be a softening of
the price incz'eases because there is equivalent profit in bearinK restora-
tion as in new bearing nmnufaCturinK. The advant_q_e to manufacturers
is the recovery of lost profits, which is essential for the maintenance of
a healthy industry. The advantsge8 of beating restoration to the govern-
merit _re lower costs and equivalent reliability.
.4. Hanau performed an analysis of the raw material savings associ-
ated with bearing restoration (ref. 2). The analysis precincts significant
savings of crl_cal alloying elements. The advantlq_es to the United
States are that less raw nmterinl Would be used. The savings are genu-
ine because the raw material has intrinsic value. Moreover, there is
an enersy utilization associated with the tritnsformation of this raw
material to the finished bearing. The value Of the savings is the value
of the material and energy conserved.
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t SUMMARY OF RESULTS
_, A pilot program was undertakenby AVSCOMandNASAin coaJunc-
I tlon with Industrial Tectonics, Inc. to establish the restorable yield of
bearings which would be candidates for restoratiOn by grinding. Assumo
Ing st 90 percent bearing recovery rote can be Mcon_llsbed, the risks
and costs of such a procedure were analysed. A microecosomie impact
1 analysis of bearing r_toration upon the bearing market wu performed.
The following results were obtained.
1. The annual cost savings to Army AviaUoa is approximately
i $950,000.00 for three engines and three transmissions. The capital
i value over an indefinite life of such a program is _pproximately ten
million dollars.
2. Based upon U.S. Air Force lo&dst/c data, the annual cost savings
of bearing restoration for Air Force engines would amount to approxi-
mately $313,000.00. The capital value over an indefinite life of such a
program is approxinmtely $. 1 million dollars.
3. The advantage of bearing restoration to the government are lower
bearing costs at equivalent reliahtllty. The advance to the bearing
industry is the recovery of lost profits during a period of reduced demand
and h_her costs.
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. APPENDIX - TABLE OF SYMBOLS
i
AC awrsp cost
I
AFC averagefixedcost
AVC avex_e variable costI
t GFil k guaranteed fraction restoration oGtype i from J with1 -W imlu k
i bauri_ type
I j man.faeture1
k _lLrsnteed fraction index
Ni number of bearings of type i
MC marginal cost
OEMP original equipment manufacture price
OEMPSC shipping cost of a new bearing
SC one way shipping cost
SV _alv_e value
TC total cost
TFC total fixed cost
TVC total variable cost
UP unit price
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_ TABLE I. - COMPAR_RRq OF UH-I TR&NSMISSION BEARING
! COSTS DURING.1972 AND EARLY 197(I
I FedergJ_sfloek number _ 1972 price, 1976 price, Anmml rate of
$ $ price _e,
4
l 3110-00-133-3378 68.98 69.07 5
' $110-00-133-33q9 219. O0 233. O0 1.6
3110-00-135-280S 334. O0 365. O0 2.2
3110-00-199-7398 50.83 50.83 O
1
TABLE 2. - 1975 U.S. ARMY AVIATION ENGINE BEARING
DEMAND AND PRICESFederal stock number Annual demand OEM price, Restoration price,
q $ $
T53 engine
3110-00- 727-3032 516 64.65 38. O0
$110-00-995-8007 108 60.46 35. O0
3110-00-071-4568 552 90.20 43. O0
3110-00-421-1814 315 51.18 30. O0
T55 engine
3020-00-986-0441 684 53.58 32. O0
3020-00-986-0443 972 77.18 41.00
! 2840-00-986-0444 1418 75.48 40.00
i :1110-00-116-5534 96 389.00 152.00
3110-00-108-5798 48 136.00 70.00
T63 engine
3110-00-426-1195 840 58.30 35.00
3110-00-199-7398 1488 50.83 30. O0
' 3110-00-153-3579 684 _$. O0 100. O0
$110-00-135- 2803 836 _b. O0 150. O0
3110-00-133-3378 504 69.07 32. O0
I p
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t: TABLE 3. - 1975 U.S. ARMY AVIATION TRANSMI_ION
. BEARING DEMAND AND PRIC£S
I Federal stock number Annual demand OEM price, Refurbish price,
i $ $
OH-58 tnmsnttssion
i 3110-00-426-1210 144 153._00 77.00
$110.00.400-2786 284 359. IX) 130. 00
3110-00-179-7297 170 108.00 5(L O0
3110-.00-179-7299 96 82.10 42.00
$110.00._152-1049 338 81.53 38.00
CH-47 tra_mmdsslon
3110-00-060- 7965 10 853.00 3:10.00
3110-00-858-6608 29 880.00 260.00
; 3110-00-155-4212 72 135.00 70.00
8110.00-051-5627 144 824. O0 300.00
3110-00-057-8308 33 337.00 132.00
3110-00-828-5174 '/2 331.00 130.00
3110-00-984-0276 98 841.00 250.00
3110.00-080. 7911 84 101.00 50.00
I
I 3110-00-913-4203 ,;2 142. 00 73. O0
. 3110.00.836-04§1 " 84 500.00 B05.00
3110.00. 833-9082 72 105.00 48.00- -014-2055 25 351. O0 13 .
I 3110-00-946-0548 24 265.00 104.00
I 3110-00-946-4876 2§ $51.00 138.00
I 3110-00-067-8289 60 84.51 43.00I
3110.00-0§2-0592 20 268.IX) 115.O0
3110-00-068-5286 48 305.00 IB0.00I
I 3110-00-0524)393 24 255. O0 I00.00
I UH- 1 transmission
i 3110.00-199- 7398 1488 50.83 30.003110-00.133-3379 564 233. O0 I00. O0
838 B65.00 1:10.003 110-00- 138-2603
i $110.00-133-B3 78 §04 89.07 $1.00
82
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TABLE 4. - ARMY OEM VS. 90_ REBTORATION FOR 1975
J
OEM :epl. cost, RNtoraflon cost,
t $ $
T53 engine 105 801.18 61 543.62t
, T55 emglne 282 405.68 149 045.70
! 'I'63 engine 522 9q'O.32 258 650.3'/
' OH-58 transmission le3 723.68 ?9 309.02
CH-47 transndselon 361 643.60 185 039.06
J UH-I transmission 473 998.32 227 293.17
Total 1 890 542.78 9,;0 880.94
Difference 949 881.84
f
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_ TABLE 5. - ENOINE BEARING DEMAND AND ¥BIC_
FOR 1976 FOR U.S. AIR FORCEI
t Federal stock number OEM price, Annual demand _.._RNtorstion price,
o$ $
TF$3 3110-00.-868-2'741RU 151.00 40 '/7. 00
1 8110-00-830-1694RU 444. M 24 173.00$ II0-00-007-8910RV IN. 92 72 84.00
3110-00-858-2883RV 894.50 50 154.4)0
i 3 II0-00- I03-7248RV 222, 50 68 108.00
!
1 $110-00-858-2659RV 660.30 72 258.00
3110-00-868-2742RV 210.90 68 97.00
3110-00-864-9289RV 446. 20 64 174. 00
3110-00-864-9404RV 210.30 80 98.00
TF30 3110-00-182-8078PQ 427.93 136 167.00
3110-00-274-9830PQ 493.62 178 193.00
3110-00-412-04981:_ 1093.96 200 427. O0
3110-,00-881-4810PQ 255.20 84 116.00
• 3110-00-412-3449PQ $52. 27 64 157. O0
Source: Letter dated 3 May 76: E. L. Ansley, Clflef of Production Branch
U.S. Air Force MATP, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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i TABLE 6. - AIR FORCE OEM VS. 90_ RESTORATION FOR _976
OEM replacement cost, .90 restoration co. _/. 10 OEM
.... , $ replacement,
, TF33 engine 174 566.64 83 556.26
I TI;'30 engine 407 671.68 185 299.9'7
Total 582 238.32 268 856.23
Difference $313 382.09
85
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FigureI. - CocMon_ilurerailasafunctionol_.
AFC
PROOUCTIONUNITSIt
Fkjure2. - CostasmfunctionofproductionratL
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